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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This chapter consists of Background, Problem Statements, Objectives of 
Research, Significance of Research and Scope of Research 
A. Background
In the daily life, people are always doing a communication. According to 
Emmanuel (2007:2) “Communication is the most important factor for human life, our 
existence would perhaps be meaningless without the ability to communicate”. 
Besides, Grice in Russel (2012:153) states that in communicating a speaker intends 
his utterance ‘‘to produce some effect in an audience by means of the recognition of 
this intention’’. From the statement above, the researcher can conclude that 
communication is a speech activity between speaker and hearer, then in doing a 
communication there is speech act happened both of communicant. According to 
Sadock (2009:1), when people communicate, the basic communication framework
‘simultaneously’ consists of three types of speech acts. 
According to Searle in Lyons (2009:78), “The speech act is the basic unit of 
language used to express meaning, an utterance that expresses an intention”. 
Normally, the speech act is a sentence, but it can be a word or phrase as long as it 
follows the rules necessary to accomplish the intention. While, Yule’s an explanation 
of meaning about speech acts is an action showed via utterances (1996:47). It can be 
said that speech act is when someone speaks automatically performs an act. That 
means every speech consists of an act. 
Speech act occurs at anytime and anywhere as long as people do 
communication. There are many places that speech act can happen for example in the 
market, in the bank, in the office and etc. But, in this case the researcher chose in the 
course, the researcher focused on the speech acts between teachers and students in 
doing teaching and learning process. The language used by the teacher (speech act) is 
particularly important since it will support and enhance learning. The use of 
appropriate speech act will lead to successful teaching and learning process. (Cullen 
in Nurani, 2015:1
When teachers and students do teaching and learning process there are many 
speech acts happen such as; locutionary, illocutionary and perlocutionary. According 
to Leech (1983:199), locutionary is performing an act of saying something, 
illocutionary is performing an act in saying something and perlocutionary is 
performing an act by saying something.  For example: 
Can you open your book, please? 
The surface form and also the locutionary act of this utterance is a question with a 
clear content (open the book.) The illocutionary act conveys a request from the part of 
the speaker and the perlocutionary act expresses the speaker’s desire that the hearer 
should open the book.
From the statements above, the researcher analyzed speech acts expressed by 
teachers and students in doing teaching and learning process because in teaching and 
learning process involves a lot of interactions where teachers and students produce a 
number of utterances. The use of speech acts determines how the teaching and 
learning process will happen. The researcher chooses teachers’ and students’ speech 
because in the interaction of the classroom, teachers and students always use 
language to facilitate the process of interaction. 
Generally, teachers and students have a very important role in the learning 
and teaching activities, as well as teachers and students at Briton International 
English School. So, the researcher chose it as an object of this research, because 
Briton International English School is one of the course that teachers and students use 
English to communicate especially the interaction in the classroom. Then, the 
important one of the teaching and learning process is how the students get teachers’ 
intention in teaching or how the teachers get students’ intention in learning. But, 
teachers and students as a non-native speakers, when use English to communicate, 
sometimes difficult to convey exactly what we want to convey. It means that, the 
purpose of the talks they want to convey, have a different meaning or what we want is 
not as expected that given by interlocutors. So, both of them can make 
misunderstanding.
Talking about speech in producing an utterances, it is not only explain in 
speech act study, but also even in holy Qur’an are explained, in Surah (Al -Ahzaab 
33: 70)
اًدﯾِدَﺳ ًﻻْوَﻗ ۟اُوﻟُوﻗَو َ ﱠͿٱ ۟اُوﻘ ﱠﺗٱ ۟اوُﻧَﻣاَء َنﯾِذﱠﻟٱ ﺎَﮭ ﱡَﯾﺄ ٓ َٰﯾ
The meaning:
“O you who believe! Guard your duty to Allah, and speak words straight to the 
point”.
From the verse above, the researcher can conclude that speech will be 
successful when the intention of the speaker was arrested by interlocutor. To get 
intention, the speaker must be talked to the point and be straight forward in your 
expression. Besides, use apt words and speak directly, don’t play with words. But, in 
this era, sometimes someone speak in many ways to convey what they want to say.
Based on the problems above, the researcher investigated speech acts of 
teachers and students at Briton, because the researcher wants to know how a teacher 
deliver their utterances to their students and vice versa as the implementation of 
speech acts in teaching and learning process at Briton International English School of 
Makassar.
B. Problem Statement
Based on the background above, the researcher formulated research questions 
as follows: 
1. What types of illocutionary acts are expressed by teachers and students in 
teaching and learning process?
2. What are the ways of speakers use speech acts expressed by teachers and students 
in teaching and learning process?
C. Objectives of The Research
In line with the research problems stated above, the objectives of this research 
are:
1. To find out the implementation of speech acts in classroom activities that issued 
by teachers and students in teaching and learning process.
2. To determine the way of speakers use speech acts, in this case teachers and 
students in teaching and learning process.
D. Significant of the Research
This research is expected to serve the theoretical and practical purposes.  
Theoretically, this research expected to provide theoretical insights to the pragmatics 
with focus on speech acts especially in the teaching and learning process.
Practically, the results of this research are expected to give information to the 
reader about the language in this case speech acts that is used between teachers and 
students in teaching and learning process. Thus, the researcher wants the teacher and 
the students can evaluate their utterance in the future regarding the use of speech acts 
in teaching and learning in order to limit misunderstanding of both.
E. Scope of the Research
The aspects that are going to be investigated in this research are the speech 
acts in teaching and learning process. However, the researcher limited her explanation 
that proposed by using Searle’s theory, in this case about illocutionary act that divides 
illocutionary acts into five categories, there are representatives/assertive, directives, 
expressive, commissives, and declarative. Besides, the researcher analyzed about the 
way of speaker use speech acts that proposed by using Yule’s theory, in this case 
direct and indirect speech acts that was found in the teachers’ and students’ utterances 
during teaching and learning process at Briton International English School of 
Makassar.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
A. Previous Findings
In supporting the idea of the analysis, there are some previous that have been 
done by researchers as follow: 
There are some previous studies which may have relevant discussion with 
the present study, such as Nindyasari (2013) in her thesis, “An Analysis of Directive 
Illocutionary Act of Luther Character in The Novel “’Skipping Christmas” written by 
John Grisham translated into “Absen Natal’”. She found that there are 6 types of 
directive illocutionary act found. There are asking, commanding, ordering, 
suggesting, requesting and forbidding. Based on the data, there are 24 directive 
illocutionary acts utterances found in this novel. The type which has the most 
occurences is asking. It has 11 occurences or 45,8% from total utterances. From the 
translation patterns of directive illocutionary acts, there are suggesting to suggesting 
has 3 utterances, asking to asking which has 11 utterances, forbidding to forbidding 
has 1 utterance, commanding to commanding has 2 utterances, ordering to ordering 
has 4 utterances and requesting to requesting has 2 utterances. All directive 
illocutionary act are having the same structure and meaning from source language to 
target language. The translator has no difficulties in translating especially Luther 
character utterances.
Moreover, Rukmanasari (2012) in her thesis, “A Pragmatic Analysis of the 
Main Character’s Speech Acts in Date Night Movie”.  She found that of this research 
reveal two important points. First, there are four kinds of illocutionary acts performed 
in Date Night; they are representatives, directives, commissives, and expressives. 
Second, there are two types of conversational implicatures in the main character’s 
speech, i.e. generalized conversational implicature in which the main character’s 
intention is explicitly uttered, and particularized conversational implicature in which 
the main character’s intention is implicitly uttered. 
Nugroho (2011) in his thesis, “An Analysis of Illocutionary Acts in Sherlock 
Holmes Movie.”. He found that that Sherlock Holmes uses all types of illocutionary 
acts: Assertives (Arguing, Asserting, Informing, Telling), Directives (Advising, 
Asking, Commanding, Entreating, Insisting, Inviting, Ordering, Requesting), 
Commissives (Promissing, Refusal), Expressives (Congratulating, Praising, 
Welcoming, Thanking), Declarations (Appointing).  This research reveals that 
Sherlock Holmes in his utterances uses illocutionary acts of directive more often than 
other acts.
Having compared those three researches above, there are similarities and 
differences in speech acts thing which the researcher analyzed. The similarity 
between three previous findings above is using same theory that is speech acts in this 
case the categories of speech acts. Furthermore, the difference between previous 
findings above is the object of the research. The object of the research of Nindyasari’s 
thesis is novel while Rukmanasari and Nugroho’s thesis is movie. But in this 
research, the researcher analyzed teachers’ and students’ utterances as object. Besides 
that, the three previous findings above just focus on the kind of illocutionary act. But 
in this research, the researcher not only focuses of it but also focused on way of
speakers used speech acts in teaching and learning process.
In this research, the researcher discussed about speech acts expressed by 
teachers and students in teaching and learning process. In which focuses on the kinds 
of illocutionary act then determine the way of teachers and students used speech acts 
in teaching learning process.
B. Pertinent Ideas
1. Pragmatics 
Generally, language is used as a communication tool. However, not 
everyone is concerned about how language can be used as a medium of 
communication that is effective. So consequently, speakers often get 
misunderstandings in some conditions or contexts of the speech. Therefore, the 
researcher discussed about one way to know it through pragmatic theory.
According to Griffiths (2006:6), pragmatics is the study of the utterance 
meaning. While, Levinson (2003:9) describes that Pragmatics is the study of those 
relation between language and context that are grammatical, or encoded in the 
structure of a language. In other words, in pragmatics we study about language and 
context in order to find out the meaning of utterance.
Using the alternative terms given above, Kecskes (2014:6) says that 
Pragmatics is a branch of linguistics concerned with the use of language in social 
contexts and the ways in which people produce and comprehend meanings through 
language.
In pragmatics, there are so many things learned such as deixis, 
implicature, presupposition, speech acts, etc. But, in this research, the researcher 
just focused to analyze speech acts comprehensively.
2. The Speech Acts 
People usually use language for doing things in their daily activities. The 
language that people utter are not used only to say something but also to do things. 
For example, when a speaker says “Close the door,” this speaker performs the act 
of ordering and also expects the hearer to recognize the speaker’s intention by 
going to close the door. Actions performed when the speakers utter the sentence 
are called speech acts. This idea shows that when people utter statements, they do 
not only utter the sounds or words with grammatical structure, but they also 
perform some actions in the process of speaking. 
Potts (2014:15) states that speech acts broadly categorize utterances based 
on the speaker’s intentions for their core semantic content, indicating whether it is 
meant to be asserted, queried, commanded, exclaimed, and so forth. While, the 
basis of Austin’s theory in (Schauer, 2009: 7) lies on his belief that speakers do not
merely use language to say things, but to do things and thus utterances could be 
regarded as speech acts. Based on this notion, Austin proposed three dimensions 
that usually consist in speech acts, namely locutionary act, illocutionary act and 
perlocutionary act.
a. Austin’s Classification of Speech Acts 
1) Locutionary Acts 
Locutionary act is the basic act of utterance. It simply means the 
actual words that the speaker uses. When someone utters “It is going to rain”, 
he/she simply refers to the weather which is cloudy so the rain is about to fall 
soon. 
2) Illocutionary Acts 
As mentioned earlier, however, people also use language to perform 
such actions. There must be an intention behind the utterance. It can be also 
said that illocutionary act refers to what one does in saying something. Yule 
(1996:48) states that the illocutionary act is performed via the communicative 
force of an utterance which is generally known as illocutionary force.  While, 
Cutting (2002:16) adds that illocutionary force is what is done in uttering the 
words, the function of the words, the specific purpose that the students have in 
mind. For example: 
“It is going to rain”
Looking at the surface level, the utterance might only be interpreted as 
informing the hearer about the weather. If it is analyzed based on the 
illocutionary force, the utterance can be regarded as a warning from the 
speaker to the hearer. The speaker may warn the hearer not to go outside since 
it is going to rain. Otherwise, he or she warns the hearer to bring an umbrella 
if the hearer wants to go outside. 
3) Perlocutionary Acts 
According to Cutting (2002:16), the consequences of illocutionary 
acts are described as perlocutinary acts or the effects of the utterance on the 
hearer. These ultimate effects are of course dependent on the particular 
circumstances of the utterance and are by no means always predictable. Using 
the same example of the utterance in the illocutionary act above, the 
perlocutionary effect of the utterance could be accomplished if the hearer 
recognizes the sentence as a warning. The perlocutionary act is that the hearer 
would not go outside or just stay at home. 
To put it simply, locutionary acts are the real words or utterances 
performed by the speaker. Meanwhile, illocutionary acts are the intentions 
behind the speaker’s utterances and perlocutionary acts are the effects that the 
utterances have on the hearer. 
b. Searle’s Classification of Illocutionary acts 
Searle in Mey (1993:117) argues that Austin’s taxonomy does not 
maintain a clear distinction between illocutionary verbs and acts. Thus, Searle 
established his own classification of speech acts which includes representatives, 
directives, commissives, expressive and declarations. 
1) Representatives 
According to Searle (Ellen, 2011:3) a representative speech of 
commits the speaker to the truth of an expressed proposition. It represents the 
speaker’s belief of something that can be evaluated to be true or false. So, the 
purpose of the members of the assertive class is to commit the the expressed 
proposition. Kreidler (1998:183) adds that assertive language is concerned with
the fact. Its purpose is to inform. For example : 
Ms. Ani : Students, now I’m going to give you some   
  question  related to the last meeting. Andi, who is 
  the first President of Indonesia?
Andi : Mr. Soekarno is the first President of Indonesia. 
From the example shows that, Andi undoubtedly answers Ms. Ani’s 
question. He convinces that Mr. Soekarno is the first president of Indonesia. In 
using the assertives, the speaker makes the words fit his belief.
2) Directives 
According to Searle, a directive speech act occurs when the speaker 
expects the listener to do something as a response. In using a directive, the 
speaker attempts to make the world fit via the words. The range of directives can 
be commands, orders, requests, suggestions, etc. These types of speech acts can be 
perceived negative or positive. Verbs denoting members of this class are ask, 
order, command, request, beg, plead, pray, entreat, and also invite, permit, and 
advise. The examples below are such kinds of directives.
Mr. Tarno : Iman, could you turn on the AC, please?
  It is very hot here 
Iman : Okay, Sir. 
The example above is a directive in the  form of a request in which the 
speaker, Mr. Tarno, asks the hearer, Iman, to turn on the AC. 
3) Commisives 
A commissive speech act occurs when the speaker commits to a future 
course of action. The acts of promises, threats, refusals, offers, vowes, and pledges 
are such examples of commisives. In addition, Kreidler (1998:192) states that a 
commissive predicate is one that can be used to commit oneself or refuse to 
commit oneself to some future action. 
For example:
Sinta : Rani, have you checked what movie you want to 
  watch? 
Rani : Sinta, I’m sorry I can’t make it today. I need to 
  accompany my sister today. Let’s reschedule 
  it. I promise I’ll make it next time. 
The example above is represents commisive in which Rani promises that 
she will watch a movie with Sinta next time. 
4) Expressives 
An expressive speech act occurs in conversation when a speaker 
expresses his or her psychological state to the listener. Expressive are those kinds 
of speech acts that state what the speaker feels. It can be apologizing, thanking, 
statement of like, dislike, anger and so on. In using an expressive, people also 
makes words which match with their utterances. The indicators of expressive verbs 
are: thank, congratulate, apologize, condole, deplore, and welcome.  For example: 
Ajeng : Nina, I heard you won the speech competition 
  yesterday. Congratulations! I’m so proud of you. 
Nina : Thank you so much for saying so. 
The example implies that Ajeng feels happy and sincerely congrats Nina 
on her win yesterday.
5) Declarative
Declarations are words and expression of the speaker that change the 
worlds by his utterance, for example appointing, warning and ordering. For 
example the use of words ‘I bet’, ‘I declare’, and ‘I resign’ (Cutting, 2002:17). 
For example : 
Example 1 
Prosecutor : This court sentences you to twelve years 
  imprisonment.
Example 2 
The Priest : I hereby pronounce you a man and wife. 
Those utterance can only be appropriate if it is said by the prosecutor (1)  
and the priest (2). Thus, the utterances have an effect in which it turns the suspect 
into a prisoner and a spous.
1. Way of Speaker Use Speech Act by Yule (1998)
Searle in Brown and Yule (1988:232) introduces a distinction between 
direct and indirect speech act which depends on the recognition of the intended 
perlocutionary acts of an utterance in particular occasion. 
Yule (1996:54) adds that there is an approach used to distinguish types 
of speech acts.  It can be made on the basis of structure. Three general types of 
speech acts can be presented by three basic sentences types. They are declarative, 
interrogative and imperative. Declarative is often associated with an assertion or a 
statement. Interrogative is usually related to questions. Imperative is linked with a 
command or request. The more explanations about direct and indirect speech act 
will be discussed below.
a. Direct Speech Acts 
Aitchison (2003:107) asserts that direct speech act is expressed overtly 
by the most obvious linguistic means. In other words, direct speech acts do not 
have any implied meanings. Yule (1996: 54) adds that, “Whenever there is a 
direct relationship between a structure and a function, we have a direct speech 
act.” The words or the expressions simply communicate the literal me anings.
Clark and Clark (1977: 28) state that there are three forms of sentence 
when someone wants to tell something to someone else. It is usually done by 
forming a declarative form, when they want to ask a question, interrogative will 
be used by the speakers, while imperative will be used when a speaker wants to 
order something. For example: 
i. I want to go toilet, Sir. (a declarative form)
ii. Have you done your homework? (an interrogative form)
iii. Lend me your pen, please! (an imperative form) 
The utterances above show that direct speech acts do not represent 
other acts. The utterance (i) is used to make statements by means of declarative 
form to inform the student want to go toilet. The utterance (ii) functions as a 
question delivered through interrogative form to know whether he/she has done 
her/his homework. The utterance (iii) is used as a command or request that is 
performed via imperative form to order the student lend her/his pen.
b. Indirect Speech Acts 
In the other situation, sometimes people communicate to produce their 
intent by saying it indirectly. According to Searle in Cutting (2002:19), this 
phenomenon happens because someone using an indirect speech act wants to 
communicate a different meaning from the apparent surface meaning; the form 
and function are not directly related. Yule (1996: 55) writes that different 
structures can be used to accomplish the same basic function For example:
i. Context :  Final test examination. 
Utterance :  Time is over.
Type :  Declarative form
Act : Request/order.(Students to collect their paper)
ii. Context :  Coming late in the classroom.
Utterance :  Why don’t you just come tomorrow?
Type :  Interrogative form
Act :  Order. (The teacher wants the student not
            coming late)
The utterance in (i) is a declarative form. The utterance in (i) describes 
the teachers want to warn the student about the time, so the teacher order the 
student to collect their paper. Meanwhile, the utterance (ii) is a question. However, 
the speaker is actually performing a request. The teacher wants the student to not 
coming late with employing an interrogative form.
2. Teaching and Learning
Every day, teachers make countless real time decision and facilitate 
interactions between themselves and their students. They interact each other to 
gain intention. The intention that they want, can success if they make a good 
utterance of their conversation. 
Kimble in Brown (2000: 7) advocates that learning not only deals with 
getting knowledge but also leads to permanent change in behavior caused by 
reinforced practice.
However, learning cannot be separated from teaching. Teaching is 
necessary to induce learning. In preference to the first definition of learning 
above, teaching can be defined as showing or helping someone to learn how to do 
something, giving instructions, guiding in the study of something, providing 
knowledge, causing to know or understand (Brown, 2000: 7)
So, the success of teaching and learning process is dependent upon 
many factors. There are some elements that contribute to the success of teaching 
and learning process which include:
a. Teacher
A teacher holds vital roles in the teaching and learning process. The 
quality of teaching and learning process is determined by the teacher. Within the 
classroom, teachers serve a range of roles that may change from one activity to 
another. They must be fluent in adopting the roles to achieve the effectiveness of 
teaching and learning process. Harmer (2001:56) states that there are many roles 
that the teachers should hold in order to facilitate the students’ progress and 
enhance the teaching and learning process. Those are; controller, organizer, 
assessor, prompter, participant, resource, tutor and observer.
b. Learner
Learner is a key participant in the teaching and learning process. 
Teaching activity cannot be conducted if there is no student attending the class. 
Wilson (2006:10) says that students construct meaning has led to increased 
attention to students’ interpretations of what they witness in class. This is the way 
as an active engagement of student in learning process because in learning process, 
students' duty to listen, understand and do what is delivered or ordered by the 
teacher through the interpretation of each student.
c. Classroom Discourse
Classroom is the main setting where learners are exposed to the target 
language. The teaching and learning process itself will not take place without the 
use of language. The teacher is required to use language as a medium to 
communicate his or her intentions. In classroom setting, there is a certain language 
used by the teacher and the students to communicate with one another which is 
described as classroom language or classroom discourse. 
Furthermore, Johnson in Richards and Nunan (1990: 269) adds that 
classroom discourse encompasses the interpersonal aspect which is divided into 
three modes: control, organization and motivation. Control and organization are 
usually realized in the forms of directive acts. Such utterances as ‘Stand up’ and 
‘Why are you late’ exemplify the control and organization modes. Meanwhile, 
motivational functions are typically performed under the act of expressives such as 
‘Well done’ and ‘That was a good try’.
In a restricted discourse like classroom setting where the power of the 
participants is not equal, there are conventional overall patterns that occur when 
people are talking. These conventional patterns are known as exchange structure 
(Cutting, 2002: 24).
CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This chapter consists of research method, subject of the research, instrument 
of the research, procedure of collecting data, and technique of data analysis.
A. Research Method
This research applies descriptive qualitative method because the main focus of 
this research is on describing about interpersonal relationships. This is in accordance 
with Tracy (2013:6) states that qualitative research can provide important insight into 
interpersonal relationships. Besides that, Tracy adds that qualitative methodology can 
provide knowledge that targets societal issues, questions, or problems and therefore 
serves humankind.
Descriptive qualitative is the most suitable approach because the researcher 
researched the types of speech acts in teaching and learning process expressed by 
teachers and students on the basis of Searle’s theory of illocutionary acts and Yule’s 
theory of the way speaker use speech acts.
B. Subject of Research
In this research, the researcher investigated the speech acts in teaching and 
learning process expressed by teachers and students. The subjects of this research are 
3 teachers and 15 students at Briton International English School because they will 
maintain the communication during the teaching and learning process, the teachers 
will interact with their students.
C. Instrument of the Research
In collecting data, the researcher used observation sheet to get data about 
types of illocutionary acts and the way speakers use speech acts.
According Schmuck in Kawulich (2005:3), observation methods are useful to 
researchers in a variety of ways. They provide researchers with ways to check for 
nonverbal expression of feelings, determine who interacts with whom, grasp how 
participants communicate with each other, and check for how much time is spent on 
various activities. 
The researcher made the observation sheet as the data with format is presented 
below:
Table 1:1 
The Observation Sheet of the Data Findings of Types of Illocutionary Acts 
and The Way of Speaker Use Speech Act Expressed by Teachers and Students at 
Briton International English School of Makassar
Note:
Re : Representatives Exp : Expressives Dec : Declaration
Dir : Directives Com : Commissives
No. Record Data
Types of Illocutionary Act
Direct IndirectRep Dir Exp Com Dec
1.
D. Procedure of Collecting Data
In this research the procedure of data collection is observation. 
1. First, before joining the class, the researcher permitted with teachers and 
students to do this research. 
2. Second, the researcher chose speaking class to doing observation.
3. Third, the researcher got the data about speech acts from teachers and students 
in teaching and learning process at Briton International English School of 
Makassar.
4. Furthermore, the researcher collected data through participant in the 
classroom.
5. Next, the researcher used observation sheet to check the part of speech acts 
that occur in the classroom interaction, while the observation was recorded by 
using handphone.
6. The data have taken three times.
E. Technique of Data Analysis
The researcher analyzed the data to know the speech acts expressed by 
teachers and students in teaching and learning process. Afterwards, the researcher 
transcript the data from video record. Next, the data analyzed with use Searle’s theory 
to classify the types of illocutionary acts which are: representative/assertive, 
directive, commissive, expressive and declaration. Besides, the researcher also used 
Yule’s theory to determine the way of teachers and students use speech acts.
1CHAPTER IV
FINDING AND DISCUSSION
This chapter consists of findings and discussion. The findings part presents 
the result of the data analysis of the types of illocutionary acts expressed by teachers 
and students in teaching and learning process at Briton International English School 
of Makassar. Meanwhile, the discussion part presents the detail description of the 
data findings.
A. Findings
In this part, the researcher presents the data taken from teachers’ and students’ 
utterances at Briton International English School of Makassar. It was categorized and 
analyzed based on Searle’s theory of speech acts into five categories, they are 
representatives, directives, expressives, commisives, and declarations. Then, Yule’s 
theory of the way of speakers use speech acts: direct speech acts and indirect speech 
acts. It was used in order to answer the research question they are; what types of 
illocutionary acts are expressed by teachers and students in teaching and learning 
process and what are the way of speakers use speech acts whether direct or indirect
speech acts.
1. Types of Illocutionary Acts
After identifying the data, the researcher found four types of Searle’s 
classification of illocutionary acts expressed by teachers and students at Briton 
2International English School during teaching and learning process. They are 
representatives, directives, expressives, and commisives whereas declarations are not 
utilized by teachers and student. The findings are described as follows:
Table 1 Types of Illocutionary Acts 
Types Function Data
Representatives Explaining 19
67
Informing 21
Correcting 3
Agreeing 3
Disagreeing 4
Confirming 4
Stating 13
Directives Asking 77
130Suggesting 3
Commanding 35
Requesting 15
Expressives Thanking 6
17
Congratulating 1
Greeting 6
Apologizing 1
Praising 2
Commissives Offering 4 4
Total 218
a. Representatives
Based on data analysis, it was shown that there are 67 data of representatives 
as types of illocutionary acts that expressed by teachers and students in doing 
teaching and learning process as shown in table 1. It can be seen in the representative 
functions: explaining, informing, correcting, agreeing, confirming, disagreeing and 
stating.
31. Explaining
Based on data analysis, there are 19 data included in a representative with the 
function of explaining that expressed by teacher and students in teaching and learning 
process.
The teachers or students performed representative of explaining because they 
want to give detail explanation what the speaker believes and the reasons to make 
something clear or easy to understand, in this case the explanation that happen when 
teachers and students doing teaching and learning process. For example:
Extract 1
S : ha?
T : “picktail” is you said the last letter of a word and then you create 
another letter, eh another word. Sorry. For example, marker.. (D.14)
Based on datum above shows that the teacher said the utterance when he was 
trying to explain “what is picktail” to the students. He explained that picktail is the 
last letter of a word and then create another word. He explained it because they 
didn’t know the word when he said. To make the students understand what they will 
do, so the teacher explain more about the word. By explaining the word, the act of 
teacher categorized in representative. 
Based on the example, the researcher concluded that all of data are 
representative acts. Besides, representative refers to give explanation and the reasons 
to make something clear or easy to understand to the hearer as the speaker believes.
42. Informing
Based on data analysis, it was shown that 21 data that include in
representative with the function of informing expressed by teacher and students in 
doing teaching and learning process as shown in table 1.
The teachers or the students performed representative of informing because 
they want to tell someone about certain facts they did not know. In this case, the 
teacher’s and student’s belief about the expressed proposition during teaching and 
learning process. For example:
Extract 2
T : so, we are going to do something, everybody have the pen, eh the 
marker, sorry. And each of you, one person from this group is going 
to go here (pointed the first group), one person from this group is 
going to go here and we are going to write.. (He points the group)… 
(D.13)
The datum above shows that the teacher gave information before the students 
do something. He informed them that he would decide the category based on what he 
said. He informs to the students, if he say noun it means that the students must be 
found the word of noun, or if he say verb it means that the students must be found the 
word of verb. It was based on the teacher saying. 
5Based on the example, the researcher concluded that all of data are 
representative acts that refers to give information to the hearer.
3. Correcting
Based on data analysis, there are 3 data that include in representative with the 
function of correcting expressed by teachers and students in doing teaching and 
learning process as shown in table 1.
The researcher found out data of representative with the function of correcting 
because all of data showed that the teacher make it right the students’ utterance. For 
example: 
Extract 3
T : ….if you want to describe me, what word you use to describe me? 
(D.33) (pointed the student) 
S : fun, not fun
T : funny (D.34)
Based on datum shows that the teacher previously asked one of his students to 
mention word that can described him. So, he said “if you want to describe me, what 
word you use to describe me?”. However, she said “fun” instead of “funny”. The 
teacher knew what the student meant by saying that. Thus, he corrected the student’s 
mistake. He directly said “funny” to correct word of “fun”. By saying that, he 
performed the act of correcting. It belongs to the representative kind of speech acts 
since it carries what he believed. In this case, the teacher believe that if we want to 
describe someone, we have to use “funny” not “fun”. 
6Based on the example, the researcher concluded that all of data are 
representative that refers to make correct the something wrong. In this case, teachers 
gave correction to the students.
4. Agreeing
Based on data analysis, there are 3 data include in a representative with 
function of agreeing that expressed by teacher and students in doing teaching and 
learning process as shown in table 1.
The researcher found out data of representative with the function of agreeing 
because all of data expressed the same opinion or accepting the suggestion. For 
example:
Extract 4
S : hot 
T : ok, hot is opinion (D.36)
Based on datum shows that the teacher said “ok”. The word “ok” indicates 
that he agreed with the student’s opinion. He said that, because he agreed with the 
student gives opinion. He asks the students about their opinion. When performing the 
utterance, the teacher expressed agreeing. Thus, his utterances fall into the kind of 
illocutionary acts which carry representative of agreeing. 
Based on the example, the researcher concluded that all of data are 
representative that refers to give correcting to the something wrong based on 
speaker’s belief.
75. Confirming
Based on data analysis, there are 4 data include into representative with the 
function of confirming expressed by teachers and students in doing teaching and 
learning process as shown in table 1.
The researcher found out data of representative with the function of 
confirming because all of the data show to establish the truth or correctness of 
something previously believed to be the case or finding certainty of something. For 
example:
Extract 5
T : princess? Oke, she looks   princess. A beautiful princess.. (D.83)
Based on datum above shows that the teacher produced confirming by 
presupposing the utterance with the same propositional content that has already 
uttered by one of his students with some emphasis on the repeated utterance. This is 
done to establish an approval more clearly. 
6. Disagreeing
Based on data analysis, there are 4 data include into representative with the 
function of disagreeing expressed by teachers and students in doing teaching and 
learning process as shown in table 1.
The researcher found out representative with the function of disagreeing 
because data aim to express his/her disagreement toward an idea through what the 
speaker believe. For example:
8Extract 6
T : …We will not have problem with education if you get married at the young 
age, you can still go to school. 
S : ah! Cannot (D.66)
T : can be
Based on datum above shows that the teacher explained that someone can still 
go to school if they had got married at the young age. But, when the teacher said that, 
the student directly said the word “cannot” to express her disagreement with the 
teacher’s statement. The word “cannot” indicates that the student performed disagree 
which belong of the illocutionary acts.
7. Stating
Based on data analysis, there are 13 data include into representative with 
function of stating expressed by teachers and students in doing teaching and learning 
process as shown in table 1.
The teachers or students performed representative with the function of stating 
because they want to state or declare ideas what they believe. For example:
Extract 7
T : what do you feel after eating coto? 
S : delicious food (D.222)
Based on datum above explains that the student said “delicious food” because 
the teacher asked the student about the opinion after eat coto. The utterance was 
9delivered in the form of declarative which typically marked the act of representative. 
The function carried by the student was the act of stating because in this case she 
tried to state her opinion. 
Based on the example, the researcher concluded that all of data are 
representative. Representative refers to performing assertion that the speaker believe.
b. Directives
Based on data analysis, it was shown that there are 130 data of directives as 
types of illocutionary acts that expressed by teachers and students in doing teaching 
and learning process as shown in table 1. It can be seen in directive functions: asking,
suggesting, commanding, and requesting.
1. Asking
Based on data analysis, there are 77 data of directives with the function of 
asking expressed by teachers and students in doing teaching and learning process as 
shown in table 1.
The researcher found out directives with the function of asking because of it
shows that the speakers commit the hearer to do something. In this case, the teacher 
poses questions to the students, he attempts to them to answer it. For example:
Extract 8
T : well, how are you today? (D.1)
S : just so, so
10
The example above illustrates that the teacher asked the students about news 
or condition of the students before they start to study. The teacher performed it 
because he wanted the hearers or the students to do something, it was answer his 
question. 
Another data also show that the teacher asked to make the students participate 
actively in the process of teaching and learning. By giving the question, the teacher 
will be able to identify to what extent the comprehension of the students have. 
Besides, sometimes the students also posed a question to the teacher when they did 
not know about something.
Based on the example, the researcher conclude that all of data are directives. It 
refers to commit the hearer to do something.
2. Suggesting
Based on data analysis, there are 3 data that include into suggesting as the
function of directives expressed by teachers and students in doing teaching and 
learning process as shown in table 1.
The teachers or students performed suggesting because they wanted the hearer 
to do something from what they uttered. For example, one of the data below found 
out when the teacher asked the students.
Extract 9
T : for the next exercises. From exercise three until five. You may do 
them at home. (D.123)
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He expressed directives with the function of suggesting because he wanted the 
students to do something, it was suggesting them to continue and do the next exercise 
at their home.
3. Commanding
Based on data analysis, there are 35 data that include into commanding as the 
function of directive expressed by teachers and students in doing teaching and 
learning process as shown in table 1. Commanding is similar with requesting but it 
was considered to be more polite.
The teachers or students performed commanding because they wanted the 
hearer to do something by their utterance. For example, one of the data below found 
out when the student will do presentation.
Extract 10
T : yeah, ready or not you must always be already… (D.6)
This act showed that the teacher want the students to do something by his 
utterance. It shows that the teacher commanded the students to always be already, if 
they want to do presentation. Another example of commanding was also shown in 
datum 7.
Extract 11
T : now, before we start everyone. I would like to give some activities 
first with you. May be divided into two groups. Counting one until 
two! (D.7)
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Datum above shows that the teacher commanded the students to move after he 
divided into two groups. He wanted the students to sit apart between the first group 
and the second group. Likewise, in another data show that the teacher commanded to 
the students to do something.
Based on the examples, the researcher concluded that all of data are 
commanding because it is used to ask for something to be done.
4. Requesting
Based on data analysis, there are 15 data that include into requesting as the 
function of directive expressed by teachers and students in doing teaching and 
learning process as shown in table 1.
The teachers or students performed requesting when they want to politely ask 
something or someone to do something. For example, one of data below found out 
when student request something to the teacher.
Extract 12
S : sir, I forget my pen (D.9)
T : (the teacher gives his pen)
The datum above shows that the student performed requesting act with uses 
declarative form. The student just say “Sir, I forget my pen”, with intention he 
hopes/wants the teacher to do something, it was lending his pen. 
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b. Expressives
Based on the table.1, it was shown that there are 17 data of expressives as 
types of illocutionary acts that expressed by teachers and students in doing teaching 
and learning process. It can be seen in expressives functions: thanking, greeting, 
congratulation, apologizing and praising. 
1. Thanking
Based on data analysis, there are 6 data that include into thanking as the 
function of expressives expressed by teachers and students in doing teaching and 
learning process as shown in table 1.
The teachers and the students performed thanking to give express gratitude 
to someone, especially say thank you. Generally, this act pronounced to someone 
who has done something for us. For example, one of data below found out when the 
teacher gave gratitude to the student. 
Extract 13
T : okey guys, thank you very much (D.32)
S : (stop discussion)
Datum above shows that the teacher said “thank you” because the student 
had done doing discussion. The utterance of the teacher indicated his feeling or 
emotions as gratitude to the students. Then, all of the acts of thank in this research 
were performed by involving the expression of “thank you”.
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2. Greetings
Based on data analysis, there are 6 data that include into greetings as 
function of expressive that expressed by teachers and students in doing teaching and 
learning process as shown in table 1.
The teachers and students sometimes said greetings to give a polite word or 
sign of welcome to someone on meeting. For example, one of data below found out 
when the student just enter to the class.
Extract 14
S : (just come in to the class)
T : Hello! (D.41)
Teacher performed expressives of greeting because he expressed his emotion 
with gave greeting as the first word exchanged by the interlocutors to the student that 
just come to the class. 
3. Congratulating
Based on data analysis, there is only one datum includes into congratulating 
as function of expressives performed by teachers and students in doing teaching and 
learning process as shown in table 1.
The teacher performed congratulating as the function of expressive to give 
prosperity or expression to someone who had reached a good something. For 
example, the datum below found out when the student will do the presentation.
Extract 15
T : Jane, do you do the presentation yesterday? 
15
S          : no 
T : congratulation you happen it today (D.137) 
S : ok
Based on datum above, teacher’s utterance showed the feeling emotion to 
something as congratulating to the student because the student will do presentation 
because she doesn’t do it.
4. Apologizing
Based on data analysis, there is only one datum that includes into 
apologizing as the function of expressive that expressed by teachers and students in 
doing teaching and learning process as shown in table 1.
The teacher performed apologizing because he want to say sorry to students. 
Usually the word to expressed apology to someone was “sorry”. For example, datum 
below found out when the teacher feels sorry.
Extract 16
S : I am finish sir
T : oh sorry!! I am forgot. You know young man.. (D.140)
S : ha ha ha
Datum shows that the teacher said sorry to the student because the teacher 
forgot that the student had done do presentation. So, the teacher expressed his feeling 
with apologizing as the function of expressives.
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5. Praising
Based on data analysis, there are 2 data that include into praising as the 
function of expressive, because all of data aim t expressed by teachers and students in 
doing teaching and learning process as shown in table 1.
For example in datum 86 shows that the teacher praised the student because 
the student having answered the question exactly. He said to the student “nice”. It can 
be seen datum below:
Extract 17
T : how do you see my character now? Not personality, but how do I look 
today? 
S : officially
T : okey nice.. (D.86)
Besides, in datum 174 showed that teacher praised the student because she 
gives the good question and then another student also give a good answer. He said 
“ok, good answer and good question”. It can be seen datum below: 
Extract 18
T : ok, good answer and good question (D.174)
The teacher used the word “nice” and “good” to appreciate and express his 
praise to the student. The teacher’s utterance can be regarded as expressive acts of 
praising because it showed his psychological state. Thus, the act of praising is 
included into one of the expressive illocutionary acts.
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c. Commissives
Based on data analysis, it was shown that there are 4 data of commissives as 
types of illocutionary acts that expressed by teachers and students in doing teaching 
and learning process as shown table 1. It can be seen in commisives functions that 
only offering.
1. Offering
Based on data analysis, there are 4 data that include into offering as the 
function of commissive expressed by teachers and students in doing teaching and 
learning process as shown in table 1.
For example, in datum 43 shows that the teacher offered to the students in two 
choices. The teacher proposed an offering for them to write the character if they want, 
but if they won’t they can memorize. It can be seen below:
Extract 19
T : ok, let me tell you each of the characters. You can write the 
character, if you want. You can memorize it, if you want also … 
(D.43)
Besides, in datum 47 shows that the teacher offered the students to hear his 
story. To offer them, he used interrogative form. It can be seen below: 
Extract 20
T : anyone choose number two? (while raise his hand) nobody choose 
number two? (D.47)
S : no one
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From the examples above, the researcher can conclude that the teacher used 
offering as the function of commissives because he want the students to do something 
in the future.
2. Way of Speakers Use Speech Acts Expressed by Teachers and Students 
during Teaching and Learning Process at Briton International English 
School of Makassar
After identifying the data, the researcher found direct and indirect speech acts 
of the way of speakers use speech acts, in this case expressed by teacher and students 
in teaching and learning process. The findings are described as follows:
Table 2 Way of Speakers Use Speech Acts 
Types Form Data
Direct Speech Act Declarative 87
200Interrogative 77
Imperative 36
Indirect Speech Act Declarative 8
18
Interrogative 10
Total 218
a. Direct Speech Acts
Based on data analysis, the researcher found 200 data of direct speech act 
used by teachers and students in doing teaching and learning process as shown in 
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table 2. All of the data divided into three forms of sentences, they are: declarative, 
interrogative and imperative.
1. Declarative form
Based on data analysis, there are 87 data that include into declarative form of 
direct speech acts expressed by teachers and students in doing teaching and learning 
process as shown in table 2.
The teachers and students used direct speech act because they want to directly 
show the real intention from their utterances. For example:
Extract 21
T : now, everybody will get marker. This is for you and this is a marker 
for you (he gives the marker) (D.12)
Based on datum shows that the teacher informed to the students that every 
student will get marker. By saying the utterance, he used direct speech acts and used 
declarative form because he expresses information to them directly without another 
intention. 
2. Interrogative Form
Based on data analysis, there are 77 data that include into interrogative form 
of direct speech acts expressed by teachers and students in doing teaching learning 
process as shown in table 2.
The teachers and students used direct speech acts of interrogative form to 
convey their intention with asking or questioning directly without another intention.
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Extract 22
T : well, how are you today? (D.1)
S : just so, so
Based on datum above shows that the teacher asked to the students about their 
news. He directly asked to them with use interrogative or question form. By using the 
form, he aimed to know about the news from their students.
3. Imperative form
Based on data analysis, there are 36 data that include into imperative form of 
direct speech act expressed by teachers and students in doing teaching and learning 
process as shown in table 2.
The teachers and students used direct speech acts of imperative form to 
convey their intention directly with command or order someone. For example:
Extract 23
T : yeah, ready or not you must always be already… (D.6)
Based on datum above includes into direct speech act because the teacher 
directly commanded the students to always be already if they want to do presentation. 
The structure of his utterance is relate with the function of imperative, which is to 
command or order. 
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b. Indirect Speech Act
Based on data analysis, it was shown that there are 18 data of indirect speech 
act used by teacher and students in doing teaching and learning process as shown in 
table 2. All of the data divided into two forms of sentences, they are: declarative and 
interrogative.
1. Declarative form
Based on data analysis, there are 8 data that include into declarative form of 
indirect speech acts used by teachers and students in doing teaching and learning 
process as shown in table 2.
The data are categorized into indirect speech act of declarative form because 
all of the data formed by declarative sentence, but the function of the data is not being 
used only as an assertion but also as an indirect request or command. For example:
Extract 24
S : sir, I forget my pen (D.9)
T : (the teacher gives his pen)
Based on datum shows that the student used declarative form to declare “Sir, I
forget my pen” to the teacher. The student requested the teacher to lend his pen. Then 
by saying the utterances, the teacher directly gives his pen to the student. It means 
that, he understand what the student wants.
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2. Interrogative form
Based on data analysis, there are 10 data that include into interrogative form 
of indirect speech act used by teachers and students in doing teaching and learning 
process as shown in table 2.
The data are categorized into indirect speech act of interrogative form because 
the structure of data are interrogative, but the data is not being used only as a question 
but also as an indirect request or command. For example:
Extract 25
T : oh you order? Anyone? Anyone have a pen? (D.10)
S3 : (another students find her pen)
Based on datum above shows that the teacher used interrogative form to ask 
the students. He asked that “anyone have a pen?”. He requested to lend her pen to the 
student who didn’t bring a pen. Then by saying the utterances, the student directly 
looking for her pen to lend to her friend. It means that, she understood what the 
teacher wants.
B. Discussion
Based on the findings above, the researcher would like to give further
description and explanation about the types of illocutionary acts and the way of 
speakers used speech acts expressed by the teachers and students in doing teaching 
and learning process.
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1. Types of Illocutionary Acts
From the findings, the researcher found out that there were 218 data of types 
of illocutionay acts expressed by teachers and students in doing teaching and learning 
process at Briton International English School of Makassar. The types of 
illocutionary acts are representatives in 67 data, directives in 130 data, expressives in 
17 data, commissives in 4 data and there is no utterance of declarations.
a. Representatives
Based on the theory that the researcher used, representatives commit the 
speaker to the truth of an expressed proposition. While, according to Yule (1996: 53), 
representatives are kinds of speech acts that state what the speaker believes.
In representative, there are 7 function that expressed by teachers and students 
in doing teaching and learning process, such as: explaining, correcting, agreeing, 
disagreeing, confirming and stating. All of the functions use to state or convey their 
idea based on what they believe about something. 
From the findings above, it could be seen that informing is the most dominant 
used by teachers because during teaching and learning process, they always gave 
information about the material or something that the students have to do. But, 
sometimes the students also used this function to give information to the teachers or 
their friends about what they belief about the fact or something new.
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b. Directives
Based on Searle’s theory, a directive speech acts occurs when the speaker 
expects the listener to do something as a response (Ellen, 2011:3). While, directive is 
attempt that is done by the speaker to get the hearer to do something; the speaker 
“wants” to achieve a future situation in which the world will match his words 
(Malcolm; 1998:24). 
During teaching and learning process, teachers and students expressed
directives in the functions of asking, suggesting, commanding, and requesting. All of 
the functions have intention to make the hearer to do something.
From the findings above, asking is the most used of directives utilized by 
teachers and students during teaching and learning process. This function is 
dominated use by the teacher to make the students participate actively in the process 
of teaching and learning. By giving the question, the teacher will be able to identify to 
what extent the comprehension of the students have. Besides, sometimes the students 
also posed a question to the teacher when they did not know about something.
c. Expressives 
Based on Searle’s theory, an expressive speech act occurs in conversation 
when a speaker expresses his or her psychological state to the listener. Then, 
according to Yule (1996: 53), expressives are speech acts that state what the speaker 
feels. 
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During teaching and learning process, teachers and students have expressives,
such as: thanking, greeting, congratulation, apologizing and praising. All of the 
functions aim to express what the speaker’s feeling.
From the findings above, it can be seen that thanking and greeting are the 
most dominant function that always used by teachers and students. Thanking aims to 
give express gratitude to someone, especially say thank you. Generally, this act 
pronounced to someone who has done something for us. While, greeting aims to give 
a polite word or sign of welcome to someone on meeting.
d. Commissives
Based on Searle’s theory, a commissive speech act occurs when the speaker 
commits to a future course of action. Then, according to Tsohatzidis (1994: 220), a 
commissive illocutionary act is an act where the speaker commits himself to make 
actual state of affairs represented by the propositional content. 
Based on the findings above, commissives only appeared with function of 
offering utilized by the teachers and students during teaching and learning process. 
This function only used by teachers to offered the students to do something in the 
future.
2. The Way of Speakers Use Speech Acts Expressed by Teachers and Students 
during Teaching and Learning Process at Briton International English 
School of Makassar
Based on the findings, the researcher found two ways of speaker use speech 
acts expressed by teachers and students at Briton International English School of 
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Makassar during three meetings in teaching and learning process. They are direct 
speech acts with 200 data and indirect speech acts with 18 data.
a. Direct Speech Acts
According to Aitchison (2003:107) asserts that direct speech act is 
expressed overtly by the most obvious linguistic means. In other words, direct speech 
acts do not have any implied meanings. Grundy (2000:59) adds that direct speech act 
happens when form and function match, such as: declarative used as an assertive, 
imperative used to give an order or make request, interrogative used to ask question.
Based on the findings above, there are 200 data of direct speech act used 
by teacher and students in doing teaching and learning process, that divided into three 
forms, they are: declarative with 87 data, interrogative with 77 data and imperative 
with 36 data. From three forms, if someone wants to tell something to someone else, 
it is usually done by forming a declarative form, when they want to ask a question, 
interrogative will be used by the speakers, while imperative will be used when a 
speaker wants to order something. All of the forms have each functions, so it called 
direct speech acts if form and function are match and relate each other.
b. Indirect Speech Act
Grundy (2000:60) states that indirect speech act happens when form and 
function do not match. Besides, indirect speech act is speech act which is performed 
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indirectly through the performance of another speech act (Coulthrad, 1989:27). The 
researcher can conclude that, when structure and function of the sentence are 
contradictive, it called indirect speech act.
Based on the findings, the researcher found 18 data of indirect speech act 
used by teacher and students in doing teaching and learning process. All of the data 
divided into two forms of sentences, they are: declarative with 8 data and 
interrogative with 10 data.
The teachers and students used indirect speech acts to convey their 
intention with another way, it means that the intention doesn’t convey directly. The 
intention of indirect speech acts is to command or request whether use declarative 
form or interrogative form.
The similarity between three previous findings Nindyasari (2013), “An 
Analysis of Directive Illocutionary Act of Luther Character in The Novel “’Skipping 
Christmas” written by John Grisham translated into “Absen Natal’”, Rukmanasari 
(2012),“A Pragmatic Analysis of the Main Character’s Speech Acts in Date Night 
Movie” and Nugroho (2011), “An Analysis of Illocutionary Acts in Sherlock Holmes 
Movie.” is using same theory that is speech acts in this case the categories of speech 
acts. 
While, in the previous findings above are different with this research, because 
some reason; The first, although this research discussed also about speech acts, but 
this research more focus to analyze the way of teachers and students use speech acts. 
The second, the subjects of this research are teachers and students at Briton 
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International English School of Makssar. Third, the theory that used in this research 
is types of illocutionary acts by Searle’s theory (1997) and the way of speakers use 
speech acts by Yule’s theory (1996). The last, because the object and theory are 
different, certainlly the result of this research is different also with the findings that 
shown by the previous findings. Findings of this research that showed 4 types of 
illocutionary acts, they were; representatives 67 data, directives 130 data, expressives 
17 data and commissives 4 data. Meanwhile, the researcher also found the way of 
speakers use speech acts, they were; direct speech acts 200 data and indirect speech 
acts 18 data.
1CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
This chapter consists of conclusion and suggestion. The conclusions present 
the summary of the research findings related to the formulation and objectives of the 
research. The suggestions give particular matters suggested to the next researcher.
A. Conclusion 
This study is conducted to find the speech act expressed by teachers and 
students in teaching and learning process at Briton International English School. The 
conclusion of this research can be answered based on research question. From three 
meetings, the researcher found 218 data which are appropriated with the kinds of 
illocutionary acts and the way of speakers use speech acts. 
First, based on Searle’s theory. The researcher found four kinds of 
illocutionary acts expressed by teachers and students at Briton International English 
School of Makassar during three meetings in teaching and learning process. They are 
representatives, directives, expressives and commisives. Directives become the most 
dominant speech acts utilized by teachers and students in 130 utterances. The 
production of directives is central to keep the activity proceedings under control. It is 
in line with the notion of directive speech acts which are concerned with getting 
hearers to undertake some actions for speakers. Thus, directives can be applied in the 
teaching and learning process to manage and control the activities and the students 
during the teaching and learning process. 
2Regarding directive function of asking, it is aimed to ask certain information 
from the students. The teacher’s use of asking allowed the students to participate 
more actively in the classroom. It is also beneficial to check the students’ knowledge 
or comprehension. It implies that asking should be employed by the teacher during 
classroom communication practice. On the other hand, commisives are the least used 
speech acts expressed by teachers and students throughout the research, it showed in 
4 utterances as offering function. Meanwhile, declaratives are not expressed at all by 
teachers and students. 
Second, based on Yule’s theory. The researcher found direct and indirect 
speech acts expressed by teachers and students as the way of speaker use speech acts. 
Direct speech acts became the most dominant performed by teachers and students in 
200 utterances because during teaching and learning process, teachers more convey 
his intention directly in order students more understand and arrest the intention of the 
speakers. While, indirect speech acts just performed in 18 utterances.
B. Suggestion
Based on the conclusions, some suggestions are proposed to the following 
parts:
1. To the students
The researcher suggests to learn and explore more about speech acts. By 
understanding speech acts, the students will be more aware of how the language is 
3actually being used especially how the language function in speech act. Thus, the 
students can avoid misunderstanding in interpreting teachers’ intention.
2. To English teachers
The researcher suggests that should be given the materials about speech acts to 
the students in teaching process in order they can understand more about language 
used or the meaning of the utterances itself.
3. To the  next researchers
The researcher suggests to more observe another aspect of speech acts and 
different research object and also to conduct a more detailed research in speech 
acts.
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The Data Findings of the Types of Illocutionary Acts and Way of Speaker Use Speech Act Expressed by Teachers 
and Students at Briton International English School of Makassar
Note:
Re : Representatives Exp : Expressives S : Student M  : Meeting
Dir : Directives Com : Commissives T : Teacher V : Video
Dec : Declaration D : Datum Rec : Record
No. Rec Data
Types of Illocutionary Act
Direct Indirect SituationRep Dir Exp Com Dec
1. M.1/V.1.
00:23
T : well, how are you 
today? (D.1)
S : just so, so
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked the 
students about their news 
before they start study.
2. M.1/V.1.
00:28
T : this is normal 
things? Alright! (D.2)
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked the 
students again about their 
news.
3. M.1/V.1.
00:33
T : today is going to 
be Mr. Bara’s 
presentation, but after 
Mr. Bara? (D.3)
S: me sir (raise her hand) 
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked about 
who was the next 
presentation after Mr. 
Bara.
4. M.1/V.1.
00:40
T : so, you already?
(D.4)
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked the 
readiness of the student.
5. M.1/V.1.
00:43
S : yes, ready or not, 
must! (D.5)
stating declarati
ve form
The student gave 
statement that she must be 
ready
No. Rec Data
Types of Illocutionary Act
Direct Indirect SituationRep Dir Exp Com Dec
6. M.1/V.1.
00:51
T : yeah, ready or 
not you must always be 
already… (D.6)
comm
andin
g
imperati
ve form
The teacher repeated the 
statement in order the 
student should be already. 
7. M.1/V.1.
00:55
T : now, before we 
start everyone. I would 
like to give some activities 
first with you. May be 
divided into two groups. 
Counting one until two!
(D.7)
comm
andin
g
imperati
ve form
The teacher commanded 
the students to count and 
make groups.
8. M.1/V.1.
01:11
T : group one sitting 
in here, group two sitting 
in there. Move! (D.8)
S : (move)
comm
andin
g
imperati
ve form
The teacher commanded 
every group to sit in 
different place.
9. M.1/V.1.
01:31
S : sir, I forget my 
pen (D.9)
T : (the teacher gives 
his pen)
reques
ting
declarati
ve form
The student forgot bring 
his pen and informed the 
teacher to be lent a pen.
10. M.1/V.1.
01:46
T : oh you order? 
Anyone? Anyone have a 
pen? (D.10)
S3 : (another students
find her pen)
reques
ting
interrog
ative 
form
The teacher requested a 
pen to another student 
who have the pen because 
his pen has been lent to 
another student.
11. M.1/V.1.
01:51
T : ah, this is the 
person who want to study, 
always bring pens! (D.11)
comm
andin
g
imperati
ve form
The teacher commanded 
the students to always 
bring pens.
No. Rec Data
Types of Illocutionary Act
Direct Indirect SituationRep Dir Exp Com Dec
12. M.1/V.1.
02:02
T : now, everybody 
will get marker. This is 
for you and this is a 
marker for you (he gives 
the marker) (D.12)
inform
ing
declarati
ve form
The teacher informed to 
the students that every 
group got the marker.
13. M.1/V.1.
02:24
T : so, we are going 
to do something, 
everybody have the pen, 
eh the marker, sorry. And 
each of you, one person 
from this group is going 
to go here (pointed the 
first group), one person 
from this group is going 
to go here and we are 
going to write.. (pointed 
the group)… (D.13)
explai
ning
declarati
ve form
The teacher explained 
about how to start the 
games.
14. M.1/V.1.
02:42
S : ha?
T : “picktail” is you 
said the last letter of a 
word and then you create 
another letter, eh another 
word. Sorry. For 
example, marker.. (D.14)
explai
ning
declarati
ve form
The teacher explained the 
game about picktail 
because the students 
didn’t know about the 
game.
15. M.1/V.1.
03:08
S : can be noun, 
adjective? (D.15)
asking interroga
tive form
The student asked the 
teacher about the rules of 
the game.
No. Rec Data
Types of Illocutionary Act
Direct Indirect SituationRep Dir Exp Com Dec
16. M.1/V.1.
03:10
T : I decided the 
category, if I say noun; 
noun, If I say verb; verb. 
Up to me (D.16)
inform
ing
declarati
ve form
The teacher informed 
about the rules of the 
game.
17. M.1/V.1.
03:16
T : ready? (D.17)
S : yes, sir.
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked the 
readiness students before 
start the game.
18. M.1/V.1.
03:19
T : choose your 
friend for the first person! 
(D.18)
S1 : (pointed each 
other)
comm
andin
g
imperati
ve form
The teacher commanded 
the students to decided 
who is be the first play the 
game.
19. M.1/V.1.
03:30
T : the first category 
is up to you, any words do 
you know.. (D.19)
inform
ing
declarati
ve form
The teacher informed to 
the students about the clue 
of the game.
20. M.1/V.1.
03:46
T : help your 
friends! Five, four, three, 
two, one…. (count down).
Stop stop stop, give it to 
your friend ! (D.20)
S : (give the marker 
to their friend)
comm
andin
g
imperati
ve form
The teacher commanded 
the student to made 
cooperation in play game.
21. M.1/V.1.
05:20
T : next one, the 
category is noun. Only 
noun ! things ! starting 
with chair! (D.21)
S : (do it)
comm
andin
g
imperati
ve form
The teacher commanded 
the students to start the 
game with clue that he 
mentioned.
No. Rec Data
Types of Illocutionary Act
Direct Indirect SituationRep Dir Exp Com Dec
22. M.2/V.1/
08:30
T : how do you feel 
after eating coto? What is 
your opinion? (D.22)
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked the 
student about her opinion 
after eating coto.
23. M.1/V.1.
07:08
T : what is this?
(D.23)
S : tail.. tail.. tail
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher rechecked the
answer of the students.
24. M.1/V.1.
07:16
T : spell it, spell! 
(D.24)
S : (ti), (ai), (el)
comm
andin
g
imperati
ve form
The teacher asked the 
students to spell their 
answer.
25. M.1/V.1.
09:55
S : (come to the 
class)
T : in here
S : (look for the 
empty chair)
S1 : sir, there is no 
chair again (D.25)
T : (take the chair in 
another classroom)
reques
ting
declarati
ve form
The student informed the 
teacher that there was no 
the empty chair for the 
students just came the 
class.
26. M.1/V.1.
11:40
S : (start)
T : 5,4,3,2,1. Ok stop. 
Go back! go back! (D.26)
S           : (back and sit 
down)
comm
andin
g
imperati
ve form
The teacher commanded 
the students to stop the 
game and back to their sit.
27. M.1/V.1.
12:43
T : the last word 
that I asked you to find is 
what is that? Adjective 
yes? So yesterday we 
inform
ing
declarati
ve form
The teacher informed the 
students about the 
materials that they have 
studied yesterday.
study about adjective 
also.. (D.27)
28. M.1/V.1.
12:53
T : how do you feel 
now? (D.28)
S : so hot
S1 : winner
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked the 
students about their 
feeling after playing game.
29. M.1/V.1.
13:01
T : fascinated may 
be? You don’t feel 
fascinated? (touch his 
hair) (D.29)
S1 : no sir
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked the 
students about their 
feeling whether they feel 
fascinated.
30. M.1/V.1.
13:16
T : new.. new (touch 
his hair). You don’t 
fascinated? (D.30)
S : no, no sir..
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher repeat again 
to asking the students 
about their feeling.
31. M.1/V.1.
13:21
T : now, when we 
would like to talking 
about adjectives, everyone 
I talked you yesterday 
that adjective function is 
to explain, to explain the 
noun. My hair is a noun 
and its new. So, the new is 
actually adjective. If I ask 
you a question for 
example, when you want 
to describe something you 
can use many adjective.. 
(D.31)
explai
ning
declarati
ve form
The teacher explained to 
the students the materials 
about adjective, the 
function of adjective. 
32. M.1/V.2.
19:08
T : okey guys, thank 
you very much (D.32)
S : (stop discussion)
thank
ing
declarati
ve form
The teacher said thank to 
the students because they 
have done discussion.
33. M.1/V.1.
13:51
T : ….if you want to 
describe me, what word 
you use to describe me?
(D.33) (pointed the student)
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher tried 
mengetes siswa dengan 
cara asked and 
commanded to describe 
himself.
34. M.1/V.1.
14:03
S : fun, not fun
T : funny (D.34)
correct
ing
declarati
ve form
The teacher corrected the 
wrong answer of the 
student.
35. M.1/V.1.
15:56
T : the group of 
adjective divided into 
some parts. Number one, 
opinion. What is the 
example of opinion? What 
is your opinion about the 
class? (D.35)
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
students about their 
opinion of their class.
36. M.1/V.1.
16:12
S : hot 
T : ok, hot is opinion
(D.36)
agreei
ng
declarati
ve form
The teacher agreed with 
the opinion of the student. 
He said “ok” and repeat 
the word.
37. M.1/V.1.
16:16
S : big
T : another one? 
(D.37)
S : tidy
disagr
eeing
interrog
ative 
form
The teacher disagreed 
with the answer of the 
student, but he didn’t
show directly, he used 
interrogative form to 
express it.
38. M.1/V.1.
16:30
T : “S” for size. 
Including? (D.38)
S : big, small
T : (write on the 
whiteboard)
S : fat
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
students about the word 
that include in “S” or size.
No. Rec Data
Types of Illocutionary Act
Direct Indirect SituationRep Dir Exp Com Dec
39. M.1/V.1.
16:40
T : yeah, fat it’s a 
normal, if you are talking 
about huge, very big… 
(D.39)
explai
ning
declarati
ve form
The teacher explained to 
the students about the 
definition of fat and huge.
40. M.1/V.2/
00:59
T : …. What kind of 
women or man do you 
want? (D.40)
S :  smart
T : only smart?
S : beautiful
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
students about the 
characteristics if they want 
to choose a couple 
(wife/husband)
41. M.3/V.1/
09:00
S : (just come in to 
the class)
T : Hello! (D.41)
greet
ing
declarati
ve form
The teacher greeted the 
student who just come into 
the class.
42. M.1/V.2/
02:38
T : this is just 
random picture, I take 
from the internet (D.42)
inform
ing
declarati
ve form
The teacher informed to 
the students about the 
pictures that he showed. 
43. M.1/V.2/
03:31
T : ok, let me tell you 
each of the characters. You 
can write the character, if 
you want. You can 
memorize it, if you want 
also … (D.43)
offeri
ng
declarati
ve form
The teacher offered to the 
students about the 
materials that he 
explained, they can write 
the materials or just 
memorize.
44. M.1/V.2/
03:44
S : doctor, yes?
T : as a doctor, she 
is a very independent 
women and also if she is a 
inform
ing
declarati
ve form
The teacher explained to 
the students about 
advantage and 
disadvantage of a doctor.
very independent women 
and work as a doctor, the 
salary is higher than you. 
So lot of money. Of 
course, as a doctor she is 
very busy person and 
sometimes she… (D.44)
45. M.1/V.2/
07:00
T : choose who do 
you want to get married 
with according to the 
character! (D.45)
S : (discussion)
comm
andin
g
imperati
ve form
After the teacher informed 
about the characteristics of 
profession in pictures, he 
commanded to the 
students choose of them.
46. M.1/V.2/
19:11
T : Mr. Wahab what 
do you choose? (D.46)
S : housewife, 
number three
T : no job, no 
problem?
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
students one by one about 
the pictures that they 
choose.
47. M.1/V.2/
11:52
T : anyone choose 
number two? (while raise 
his hand) nobody choose 
number two? (D.47)
S : no one
offeri
ng
interrog
ative 
form
The teacher offered about 
the picture number two by 
asking to the students.
48. M.1/V.2/
20:00
T : Mrs. Nita, you 
choose number two? 
(D.48) 
S : no
asking interroga
tive form
After the teacher offered 
the picture number two, he 
directly asked one of the 
student about what she 
choose.
49. M.1/V.2/
20:02
T : because? (D.49) asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
student about her reason 
didn’t choose the picture 
number two.
No. Rec Data
Types of Illocutionary Act
Direct Indirect SituationRep Dir Exp Com Dec
50. M.1/V.2/
20:05
S : because I hate 
policeman, I trauma with 
policeman (D.50)
explai
ning
declarati
ve form
The student explained 
about the reason why she 
didn’t choose the picture 
number two.
51. M.1/V.2/
20:13
T : trauma? Tell us! 
(D.51)
comm
andin
g
imperati
ve form
The teacher commanded 
the student to explain 
more her reason why she 
got traumatic with the 
police.
52. M.1/V.2/
20:16
S : like, when I ride 
motorcycle and some 
police stop me and they 
ask my SIM card (D.52)
explai
ning
declarati
ve form
The student explained 
about her reason why she 
get traumatic with police.
53. M.1/V.2/
21:36
T : you don’t choose 
policeman but you choose 
this one. Why do you 
choose this one? Why this 
one is better than this?
(D.53)
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
student about the reason 
why she chose the picture.
54. M.1/V.2/
21:52
S1 : because…
(distrub)
T : wait.. wait… 
(D.54)
reques
ting
declarati
ve form
The teacher requested the 
student to be quite/silent 
because he disturb when 
his friend explaining.
55. M.1/V.2/
21:55
S : because have 
free time to family (D.55)
explai
ning
declarati
ve form
The student explained 
about her reason why he 
choose that picture.
No. Rec Data
Types of Illocutionary Act
Direct Indirect SituationRep Dir Exp Com Dec
56. M.1/V.2/
22:41 T : Mr. Anton who 
do you choose? (D.56)
S : number one
T : but, the salary is 
bigger than you, no 
problem?
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
student about the picture 
that he choose.
58. M.1/V.2/
23:09
T : now, we are 
going to talk about that 
one, how do you choose 
become wife and 
husband. (spread the 
paper) (D.58)
inform
ing
declarati
ve form
The teacher informed to 
the students about the next 
activity that they will do. 
They will discuss about 
the topic in paper that he 
spreads.
59. M.1/V.2/
24:18
T : ... I want you to 
speak with somebody 
which is sitting in front of 
you. So, look at somebody 
in front of you! (D.59)
S : (set the position)
comm
andin
g
imperati
ve form
The teacher commanded 
the students to speak each 
other with their couple.
60. M.1/V.2/
25:07
T : guys, look at me 
first. So, look at the point 
number one… (D.60)
S           : (see the paper)
comm
andin
g
imperati
ve form
The teacher commanded 
the students to pay 
attention and see the 
discussion paper.
No. Rec Data
Types of Illocutionary Act
Direct Indirect SituationRep Dir Exp Com Dec
61. M.1/V.3/
02:53
T : oh, we have 
discussed about this one, 
yah? (D.61)
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
students about topic in the 
discussion paper, whether 
have discussed or not. 
62. M.1/V.3/
03:07
T : look at number 
four. Is viral now, yah?
Getting married at 
younger age is better or 
not? May be from this 
group first. What is your 
opinion? (D.62)
asking interroga
tive for
The teacher asked to the 
students about their 
opinion about getting 
married at younger age is 
better or not.
63. M.1/V.3/
03:51
T : oh, still unstable
S : yeah, the woman 
can also be not 
comfortable, because she 
must have agreement or 
something with husband 
like stay at home. (D.63)
explai
ning
declarati
ve form
The student explained his 
opinion about 
disadvantage getting 
married at younger age.
64. M.1/V.3/
04:04
T : …the girl still 
want to hangout, they still 
young (D.64)
stating declarati
ve form
The teacher added 
statement about 
disadvantage getting 
married at younger age.  
65. M.1/V.3/
05:09
T : …We will not 
have problem with 
education if you get 
married at the young age, 
you can still go to school.
(D.65)
inform
ing
declarati
ve form
The teacher gave 
information that someone 
can still continue their 
school if they had married.
No. Rec Data
Types of Illocutionary Act
Direct Indirect SituationRep Dir Exp Com Dec
66. M.1/V.3/
05:15
S : ah! Cannot 
(D.66)
T : can be
disagr
eeing
declarati
ve form
The student disagreed 
with teacher’s opinion that 
someone can still continue 
their school.
67. M.1/V.3/
06:16
T : what age do you 
think is the best for 
getting married? (D.67)
S : twenty four
T : how about you?
S : twenty five
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked their 
opinion about the best age 
to get married.
68. M.1/V.3/
11:49
T : ok . Thank you 
very much. Give me my 
discussion card. (take the 
card) (D.68)
S : (give back the 
card)
reques
ting
imperati
ve form
The teacher commanded 
the students to give back 
the discussion card.
69. M.2/V.1/
00:54
T : now, Ms. Tika 
and Ms. Linda. Yesterday 
we learned about …. 
(petik jari) (D.69)
comm
andin
g
declarati
ve form
The teacher commanded 
the students to complete 
his statement, but this is 
indirect because he just 
give the statement and 
sign to complete it. 
70. M.2/V.1/
00:56
S : countable and 
uncountable (D.70)
stating declarati
ve form
The student stated the 
word as the answer of the 
teacher’s statement.
71. M.2/V.1/
01:15
T : yah, a marker, 
three markers, some 
students, many chairs, so 
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
students about the material 
of countable and 
on.. many money or much 
money? (D.71)
uncountable noun.
72. M.2/V.1/
01:17
S : much money
(D.72)
stating declarati
ve form
The student stated the 
answer of the teacher’s 
question.
73. M.2/V.1/
02:26
S : a big black bag, a 
big black bear (read on the 
whiteboard)
T : bear (ber)
S : ber (ber)
T : beer don’t say 
(er) (D.73)
comm
andin
g
imperati
ve form
The teacher commanded 
the student to do not say 
the wrong pronunciation 
of the word.
74. M.2/V.1/
03:45
T : now, today we 
have different. Mrs. Tika 
do you have a best friend? 
(D.74)
S : yes, I have
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
student about her best 
friend.
75. M.2/V.1/
03:50
T : who is? She or 
he? (D.75)
S : she
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
student about her best 
friend whether she or he.
76. M.2/V.1/
03:58
T : I want you to 
describe her 
characteristic. (D.76)
reques
ting
imperati
ve form
The teacher requested the 
student to describe 
characteristics of her best 
friend.
77. M.2/V.1/
04:06
S : characteristic?
(D.77)
T : yes, characteristic
asking interroga
tive form
The student asked to the 
teacher in order to make 
clearly about the question.
78. M.2/V.1/
05:28
T : does your best 
friend look groomy? 
(D.78)
S : no
T : so, she doesn’t 
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
student about the 
characteristics of her best 
friend.
look fat (write on 
whiteboard)
79. M.2/V.1/
05:49
T : Mrs. Linda do 
you have brother? (D.79)
S : yes
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
student about her brother.
80. M.2/V.1/
05:53
T : little brother or 
big brother? (D.80)
S : big brother
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
student about her brother.
81. M.2/V.1/
06:15
T : How does Mrs. 
Yuni look likes today? 
(D.81)
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked about 
the appearance of Mrs. 
Yuni, one of the students.
82. M.2/V.1/
06:18
S : she looks like 
princess (D.82)
stating declarati
ve form
The student stated her 
opinion about Mrs. Yuni.
83. M.2/V.1/
06:23
T : princess? Oke, 
she looks princess. A 
beautiful princess.. (D.83)
confir
ming
declarati
ve form
The teacher confirmed 
opinion of the student with 
repeat the statement.
84. M.2/V.1/
06:49
T : how do you see 
my character now? Not 
personality, but how do I 
look today? (D.84)
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
student about his 
characteristics that they 
can see.
85. M.2/V.1/
06:52
S : officially (D.85) stating declarati
ve form
The student stated her 
opinion about the 
characteristics of the 
teacher.
86. M.2/V.1/
06:55
T : okey nice.. (D.86) praisi
ng
declarati
ve form
The teacher praised the 
student because he have 
given the good answer.
87. M.2/V.1/
09:13
T : by the way, there 
are three groups of the 
sentence. I put them into 
three groups. First group, 
explai
ning
declarati
ve form
The teacher explained the 
material about sentence to 
the students.
what is the word class of 
hair? Is it adjective, or noun 
or verb? (D.87)
S : noun
88. M.2/V.1/
09:21
T : how about this 
one? (pointed the 
whiteboard) (D.88)
S : adjective
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
students about the class of 
the word that he point.
89. M.1/V.2/
22:45
S : the first I like the 
woman smart because 
doctor must be smart, and 
I like the job is doctor 
because doctor useful to 
all the people (D.89)
explai
ning
declarati
ve form
The student explained his 
opinion about why he 
likes a doctor.
90. M.2/V.1/
09:31
T : so, adjective can 
come before (pointed the 
whiteboard) we don’t say 
“girl beautiful” or “man 
handsome”, we don’t say 
because it is bahasa (D.90)
explai
ning
declarati
ve form
The teacher explained 
about adjective, the 
position of adjective and 
the example.
91. M.2/V.1/
09:55
S : handsome man
T : ok, we say 
handsome man (D.91)
confir
ming
declarati
ve form
The teacher confirmed the 
statement of the student 
with repeated it.
92. M.2/V.1/
10:15
T : what color is 
your hijab Mrs. Linda? 
(D.92)
S : my color hijab is blue
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked about 
the color of Mrs. Linda’s 
hijab.
93. M.2/V.1/
10:05
T : use adjective 
before ….. (petikan jari) 
(D.93)
S : noun
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
students about the position 
of adjective.
No. Rec Data
Types of Illocutionary Act
Direct Indirect SituationRep Dir Exp Com Dec
94. M.2/V.1/
11:25
T : I look official 
today, only today, I don’t
know tomorrow (D.94)
stating declarati
ve form
The teacher stated about 
his opinion about himself / 
his appearance.
95. M.2/V.1/
11:36
T : I look …. 
(mengacak hair and tie) 
(D.95)
S : untidy
reques
ting
declarati
ve form
The teacher requested the 
students to guessing his 
appearance, while he gave 
the clue to the students.
96. M.2/V.1/
12:04
T : this group of 
sentences are actually we 
called linking. No linking 
park yah. Linking verb 
plus adjective (write on the 
whiteboard) (D.96)
inform
ing
declarati
ve form
The teacher informed to 
the students that the word 
they mention before is 
called linking verb.
97. M.2/V.1/
12:28
T : how do you feel 
now Mrs. Yuni? (D.97)
S : hmm.. better 
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
student about her feeling 
learn the material.
98. M.1/V.2/
23:26
T : I prefer to the 
woman just stay at home 
and I’m going out to find 
money.. (D.98)
explai
ning
declarati
ve form
The student explained 
about his opinion choose 
the woman that just stay at 
home.
99. M.2/V.1/
12:50
T : so, I feel better 
now. Better means more 
fine. Fine is actually the 
basic adjective (D.99)
explai
ning
declarati
ve form
The teacher explained 
about the difference 
between better and fine.
100. M.2/V.1/
14:46
T : how do you 
think of the music?
(D.100)
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked their 
opinion about music to the 
students.
No. Rec Data
Types of Illocutionary Act
Direct Indirect SituationRep Dir Exp Com Dec
101. M.2/V.1/
14:54
S : I don’t like rock 
music (D.101)
stating declarati
ve form
The student stated her 
opinion about music.
102. M.2/V.1/
15:33
T : rock music 
sound loud and loud is 
adjective. We don’t say 
loudly because the sound, 
like we say I sleep well. 
Well is adverb not 
adjective. I walk slow. We 
don’t say slow, but I walk 
slowly, with slow (D.102)
explai
ning
declarati
ve form
The teacher explained to 
the students about position 
of adjective in some 
example.
103. M.2/V.1/
17:08
T : Mrs. Yuni is… 
let say casual today. She is 
casual today. Yesterday 
still casual, but a week 
ago she was; how to say? 
Has another style of 
cloths. I don’t know what
(D.103)
S : casual dress
stating declarati
ve form
The teacher gave 
statement about the 
opinion of Mrs. Yuni’s 
appearance.
105. M.2/V.1/
20:14
T : so guys, what is 
my name? … (D.105)
S : sir Adin
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
students about his name 
first because this is as an 
example before he gave 
the exercise. 
106. M.2/V.1/
20:25
T : I would like to 
give example for the 
explai
ning
declarati
ve form
The teacher explained 
about the exercise that he 
exercise letter. I will take 
my name, I will take the 
letter of my name as the 
definitional of the 
adjective. (D.106)
will give to the students. 
This is about the stand for 
of his name.
107. M.1/V.2/
01:12
S : I am going to 
somewhere but not sure 
where (D.107)
inform
ing
declarati
ve form
The student informed that 
she will go to somewhere 
but she doesn’t know 
where she will go.
108. M.2/V.1/
22:10
T : I would like you 
to describe yourself using 
this example. Just your 
nick name, no take your 
full name…  (D.108)
S : (do it)
comm
andin
g
imperati
ve form
The teacher commanded 
the students to describe 
their nick name based on 
the example that he had 
explained before.
109. M.2/V.1/
22:53
T : we need five 
minutes for doing the 
task! (D.109)
inform
ing
declarati
ve form
The teacher informed 
about the time that they 
need to do the exercise.
110. M.2/V.1/
22:02
T : Mrs. Linda is 
ready for the 
presentation? (D.110)
S : yes (give the 
paper presentation)
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to Mrs. 
Linda about her readiness 
to do presentation.
111. M.2/V.1/
23:21
T : Mr. Jaya, the
discussion of grammar 
today is about adjective 
(D.111)
S : (nooded)
inform
ing
declarati
ve form
The teacher informed to 
the student about the 
material of discussion, 
because the students just 
come in to the class.
112. M.2/V.1/
26:25
T : finish…? (D.112)
S : no
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
student about their 
exercise whether finish or 
not.
No. Rec Data
Types of Illocutionary Act
Direct Indirect SituationRep Dir Exp Com Dec
113 M.2/V.1/
26:30
T : we will start, 
let’s search together 
(D.113)
comm
andin
g
imperati
ve form
The teacher commanded 
the students to start and 
find together the answer of 
the exercise.
114. M.2/V.1/
31:56
T : Mr. Jaya “Jey”
S : jaya is joy 
T : joyfull person
S : yes
T : next
S : but sometimes 
“ashem”
T : ashamed (D.114)
S : yes
correct
ing
declarati
ve form
The teacher corrected the 
wrong answer of the 
student.
115. M.2/V.2/
00:07
T : ok. We have just 
done one important lesson 
today, is about adjective. 
Adjective is always about 
characteristic, not only 
personality but also looks. 
(D.115)
explai
ning
declarati
ve form
The teacher explained 
about the important thing 
of the lesson is about 
adjective.
116. M.2/V.2/
00:41
T : …., I remind you 
to join the exersheet on
Saturday because we 
don’t going to have the 
skill on training for the 
job interview, how to 
write CV and common 
letter and so on. (D.116)
comm
andin
g
imperati
ve form
The teacher commanded 
to the students to join the 
agenda that held by 
Briton.
No. Rec Data
Types of Illocutionary Act
Direct Indirect SituationRep Dir Exp Com Dec
117. M.2/V.2/
03:20
T : do you think that 
your best friend is loyal 
person? (D.117)
S : hmm, sometimes
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
student about the loyalty 
of her best friend.
118. M.2/V.2/
03:31
T : ok, sometimes 
you trust him, sometimes 
you don’t trust him 
(D.118)
confir
ming
declarati
ve form
The teacher confirmed 
about the statement of the 
student by repeated it.
119. M.2/V.2/
09:46
T : now, focus! let’s 
start. Let’s see the 
characteristics based on 
the picture.. (D.119)
comm
andin
g
imperati
ve form
The teacher commanded 
to the students to keep 
focus and pay attention to 
the picture.
120. M.2/V.2/
10:19
S : shy
T : yes, she looks shy
(D.120)
confir
ming
declarati
ve form
The teacher confirmed the 
answer of the student by 
repeated it.
121. M.2/V.3/
00:53
T : next picture, bla 
bla bla bla. The girl is …. 
(D.121)
S : talk active
reques
ting
declarati
ve form
The teacher requested the 
students to guessing the 
picture with give the 
statement and clue.
122. M.2/V.3/
01:00
T : yes, talk active. 
Everybody say “talk 
active” (D.122)
S : “talk active”
comm
andin
g
imperati
ve form
The teacher commanded 
the students to repeat what 
they say.
123. M.2/V.3/
04:31
T : for the next 
exercises. From exercise 
three until five. You may 
do them at home. (D.123)
sugge
sting
imperati
ve form
The teacher suggested to 
the students to do the 
exercise at home because 
time is up.
No. Rec Data
Types of Illocutionary Act
Direct Indirect SituationRep Dir Exp Com Dec
124. M.2/V.3/
04:47
T : oh yah, what are 
you doing? Do you have 
homework? (D.124)
S : hmm
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
students about their 
homework.
125. M.2/V.3/
04:53
T : ok, then. We can 
discuss tomorrow. Don’t 
worry about that, I don’t 
save it in memory (D.125)
inform
ing
declarati
ve form
The teacher informed to 
the students that it is no 
problem if they not finish 
do their homework, they 
can discuss the day after.
126. M.2/V.3/
05:39
T : I would like you 
to mention, what kind of 
characteristic or 
personality that you don’t 
like? (D.126)
S : selfish
reques
ting
imperati
ve form
The teacher requested to 
the students to mention the 
characteristic that they 
don’t like.
127. M.2/V.3/
06:05
T : sir Jaya what 
kind of personality that 
you like very much from 
your best friend? (D.127)
S : loyal
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked Mr. 
Jaya about the personality 
that he likes very much of 
his best friend.
128. M.2/V.3/
06:54
T : everybody we 
are going to talk about the 
best friend today in this 
discussion card (spread 
the card). Ok, look at the 
pair word. There are 
questions we will discuss. 
All of them, number one 
inform
ing
declarati
ve form
The teacher informed to 
the student about the topic 
that they will discuss.
until four… (D.128)
129. M.2/V.3/
08:04
T : let’s do it! Ten 
minutes from now! I want 
to hear your loud voice
(D.129)
comm
andin
g
imperati
ve form
The teacher commanded 
to the students to discuss 
the topic in ten minutes 
and asked to raise their 
voce.
130. M.2/V.4/
12:09
T : ... For next 
question, you may take a 
picture the discussion 
card and you may discuss 
it anytime, after class. 
You may discuss with 
your friend among you…
(D.130)
sugge
sting
imperati
ve form
The teacher suggested the 
students to take a picture 
the discussion card in 
order they can discuss 
after the class.
131. M.3/V.1/
26:14
T : hello, Mujahid 
welcome to the class 
(D.131)
S : (nooded)
greet
ing
declarati
ve form
The teacher gave the 
greeting to the student that 
just come in.
132. M.2/V.4/
24:16
T : thank you Mrs. 
Linda for the presentation 
today… (D.132)
thank
ing
declarati
ve form
The teacher said thank to 
the student that have done 
do presentation.
133. M.3/V.1/
00:39
T : I am the boy, 
where are another some 
handsome boy? (D.133)
S : Mujahid and 
Faisal
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
girl students about some 
boy students because there 
is no one the boy in the 
class.
Types of Illocutionary Act
No. Rec Data Rep Dir Exp Com Dec Direct Indirect Situation
134. M.3/V.1/
00:46
T : Jane, do you do 
the presentation 
yesterday? (D.134) 
S            : no
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
student whether she have 
done presentation 
yesterday.
137. M.3/V.1/
01:10
T : congratulation 
you happen it today 
(D.137)
S : ok
cong
ratul
ation
declarati
ve form
The teacher gave 
congratulation to the 
student because she will 
do the presentation today.
138. M.2/V.1/
02:02
T : have you 
memorize this? (D.138)
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
students about the 
memorizing.
139. M.3/V.1/
01:12
T : who will be 
Monday? (D.139)
S : me sir
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
students about who will 
presentation on Monday.
140. M.3/V.1/
01:37
S : I am finish sir
T : oh sorry!! I am 
forgot. You know young 
man.. (D.140)
S : ha ha ha
apolo
gizin
g
declarati
ve form
The teacher said apologize 
because he forgot about 
the students that have 
done presentation.
141. M.3/V.1/
01:46
T : are you ready to 
study now? (D.141)
S : no
S : yes
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
students about the 
readiness start to study.
Types of Illocutionary Act
No. Rec Data Rep Dir Exp Com Dec Direct Indirect Situation
142. M.3/V.1/
03:11
T : hmm, only five. I 
need more people here 
(D.142)
stating declarati
ve form
The teacher stated that he 
need more people because 
just five the students that 
had come.
143. M.3/V.1/
03:44
T : can you get into 
your group? (D.143)
S : (move)
comm
andin
g
interrog
ative 
form
The teacher commanded 
the students to move or 
join in their group.
144. M.3/V.1/
03:52
T : actually in my 
house, I like to tell a story. 
Do you want to hear it? 
(D.144)
S : yes
offeri
ng
interroga
tive form
The teacher offered to the 
students about his story 
that he will tell.
145. M.3/V.1/
04:09
T : let’s talk about 
holiday. Like you, having 
holiday this time, yes? Do 
you enjoy it? (D.145)
S : yes, of course
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
student about her holiday, 
whether she enjoys or not.
146. M.3/V.1/
04:20
T : Did you go 
somewhere? Hometown? 
Of course yah? from 
China to Indonesia
(D.146)
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
student about where she 
go to holiday.
147. M.3/V.1/
04:26
S : no sir, I am 
going to hometown 
(D.147)
disagr
eeing
declarati
ve form
The student disagreed 
with the statement of the 
teacher that said that her 
hometown in China.
Types of Illocutionary Act
No. Rec Data Rep Dir Exp Com Dec Direct Indirect Situation
148. M.3/V.1/
04:33
T : I just know you 
come from Soppeng
S : I am Buginess 
(D.148)
inform
ing
declarati
ve form
The student informed that 
she is a buginess.
149. M.3/V.1/
04:41
T : let’s talk about 
holiday. If you have 
holiday and you have 
chance to follow to the 
other country, have a 
chance to visit other 
country, where will you 
go? (D.149)
S : South Korea
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
students about the country 
that they will go if they 
have a chance.
150. M.3/V.1/
05:07
T : why Korea? 
(D.150)
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
student about her reason 
choose Korea.
151. M.3/V.1/
05:10
S : I like places 
romantic and I like people 
in South Korea (D.151)
inform
ing
declarati
ve form
The student informed that 
she likes romantic places 
and people in South 
Korea. 
152. M.3/V.1/
06:04
T : how about Jane? 
(D.152)
S : U.S.A
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to Jane 
also about the country that 
she will go.
153. M.3/V.1/
06:07
T : where in U.S.A?
(D.153)
S : New York
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to Jane 
about the specific place or 
city in U.S.A that she will 
visit.
Types of Illocutionary Act
No. Rec Data Rep Dir Exp Com Dec Direct Indirect Situation
154. M.3/V.1/
06:16
T : what do you 
want to see? (D.154)
S : exactly not New 
York
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
student if they go to New 
York.
155. M.3/V.1/
06:52
T : why do you 
choose London? (D.155)
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
student why she chooses 
London as her destination.
156. M.3/V.1/
06:55
S           : because I want
to visit some places that 
really good like historical 
place and also I want to 
visit oxford university
(D.156)
explai
ning
declarati
ve form
The student explained that 
she chooses London 
because she want to visit 
some places of there.
157. M.3/V.1/
07:32
T : ok. Oxford is the 
number one university 
now (D.157)
inform
ing
declarati
ve form
The teacher informed that 
Oxford is the number one 
university in U.S.A.
158. M.3/V.1/
07:37
S : hardvard sir! 
(D.158)
disagr
eeing
declarati
ve form
The student disagreed 
with teacher’s opinion, 
because she thinks 
hardvard is the number 
one.
159. M.3/V.1/
07:40
T : hardvard is the 
oldest but oxford is the 
number one. Hardvard is 
within no even top ten 
because now Oxford and 
two, campus in U.S.A but 
no oxford and Cambridge 
(D.159)
inform
ing
declarati
ve form
The teacher gave 
information again that 
hardvard just the oldest 
university not number one.
160. M.3/V.1/
08:16
T : ok. Regita.
S : (playing 
handphone)
T : hey, stop your 
handphone or I will take 
it (D.160)
S : translate sir
comm
andin
g
imperati
ve form
The teacher commanded 
the student to stops 
playing handphone.
161. M.3/V.1/
09:09
S2 : new student sir
T : oh, new student. 
So, you enter yesterday? 
(D.161)
S : yes
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked the new 
student about when he 
enters in Briton
162. M.3/V.1/
10:26
T : Andrew if you 
have this money, what 
will you do? (D.162)
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked the 
student that if he have 
much money, what he will 
do,
163. M.3/V.1/
10:37
T : where will you 
go? (D.163)
S : Japan
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked that 
where will he go if have 
much money.
164. M.3/V.1/
13:53
T : what stuff do 
you have? (D.164)
S : money
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
students about the stuff 
that they will bring if they 
in the forest.
165. M.3/V.1/
13:55
T : of course, you 
need money (D.165)
agreei
ng
declarati
ve form
The teacher agreed with 
the student’s statement 
that she must bring 
money, because they of 
course need it.
No. Rec Data
Types of Illocutionary Act
Direct Indirect SituationRep Dir Exp Com Dec
166. M.3/V.1/
15:06
T : do you smoke 
Andrew? (D.166)
S : no
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked the 
student whether he is a 
smoker or not.
167. M.3/V.1/
15:11
T : ok good, don’t 
smoke! It is not good for 
health (D.167)
comm
andin
g
imperati
ve form
The teacher commanded 
the student to don’t smoke 
because it is unhealthy.
168. M.3/V.1/
16:12
T : so, you can 
choose three things from 
these, what you take with 
you to stay in the jungle. 
What will you take must 
be something affected 
(D.168)
sugge
sting
declarati
ve form
The teacher suggests the 
students to choose the 
stuffs that affected.
169. M.3/V.1/
17:38
S : sir, can we add 
another things? (D.169)
T : aha, only all the 
stuff (pointed the 
whiteboard)
asking interroga
tive form
The student asked to the 
teacher about task, she 
asked to add another 
things or stuff.
170. M.3/V.1/
20:31
T : ok, one group 
reporting and other can 
argue, you can agree and 
you can disagree. And the 
group that I want to 
report is that group 
(pointed the group). So, 
the other group listen and 
give your question, one 
person one item. (D.170)
explai
ning
declarati
ve form
The teacher explained 
about the rules in 
reporting the result of 
discussion with heir 
group.
No. Rec Data
Types of Illocutionary Act
Direct Indirect SituationRep Dir Exp Com Dec
171. M.3/V.1/
23:06
T : do you have 
question? Do you agree?
(D.171)
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
students about their 
comments after hear the 
report.
172. M.3/V.1/
23:08
S : (raise hand) yes, I 
agree with two things in 
they choose is knife and 
compass… (D.172)
agreei
ng
declarati
ve form
The student agreed with 
the first group in choosing 
knife and compass.
173. M.3/V.1/
23:39
S1 : can I answer?
(raise hand) (D.173)
T : (nooded head)
reques
ting
interrog
ative 
form
The student requested to
answer the question of 
their friend.
174. M.3/V.1/
24:47
T : ok, good answer 
and good question (D.174)
praisi
ng
declarati
ve form
The teacher praised the 
student because they have 
gave a good answer and 
question.
175. M.3/V.1/
25:04
T : … what did you 
choose as your stuff? 
(D.175)
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to 
another group about the 
stuff that they choose.
176. M.3/V.1/
25:07
S : hmm.. knife, 
matches and compass
(D.176)
stating declarati
ve form
The student stated their 
answer about the stuff that 
they choose.
177. M.3/V.1/
25:17
T : why do you 
choose compass? Why is 
so important? (D.177)
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
students about their reason 
choose compass.
178. M.3/V.1/
25:19
S : we need 
direction (D.178)
inform
ing
declarati
ve form
The student informed that 
compass can give us 
direction, because we 
need.
No. Rec Data
Types of Illocutionary Act
Direct Indirect SituationRep Dir Exp Com Dec
179. M.3/V.1/
25:35
S : so, the money is 
not useless Sir. (D.179)
stating declarati
ve form
The student stated her 
opinion that money is not 
useless if we bring to 
forest.
180. M.3/V.1/
16:39
T : talk with your 
group! (D.180)
comm
andin
g
imperati
ve form
The teacher commanded 
to the students to discuss 
with their friend.
181. M.2/V.5/
13:05
T : now, next agenda 
for today is the last agenda 
is presentation by Mrs. 
Linda. Welcome Mrs. 
Linda (D.181)
S : (come in front of)
greet
ing
declarati
ve form
The teacher greeted the 
student that will do 
presentation.
182. M.3/V.1/
26:20
T : you space too 
far. Can you sit here 
please! (D.182)
reques
ting
imperati
ve form
The teacher requested to 
the student to move 
because her sit is too far.
183. M.3/V.1/
27:04
T : Regina, what’s 
your plan after this class?
(D.183)
S : watch movie sir
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked the 
student about her planning 
after the class.
184. M.3/V.1/
27:10
T : sentence!
Answer in good sentence!
(D.184)
comm
andin
g
imperati
ve form
The teacher commanded 
the student to answer the 
question in a good 
sentence.
185. M.3/V.1/
27:12
S : I have a plan 
watch movie with my 
friend (D.185)
inform
ing
declarati
ve form
The student informed that 
she will go to watch 
movie with her friend.
No. Rec Data
Types of Illocutionary Act
Direct Indirect SituationRep Dir Exp Com Dec
186. M.3/V.1/
27:18
T : give me one 
simple sentence (D.186)
S : watch movie
comm
andin
g
imperati
ve form
The teacher commanded 
the student to give an 
example simple sentence.
187. M.3/V.2/
04:05
T : what time do you 
daily wake up? (D.187)
S : five thirty
S1 : six
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
students about the time.
188. M.3/V.2/
05.29
T : can you make it?
(with expression). Two 
minutes, it’s not something 
much.. (D.188)
S : (do it)
comm
andin
g
interrog
ative 
form
The teacher commanded 
the students to do the 
exercise in two minutes.
189. M.3/V.2/
07:27
T : ok finish?
(D.189)
Ss : (silent)
T : finish yah
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
students about the exercise 
that they do, whether 
finish or not.
190. M.3/V.2/
07:52
S : (student is coming 
late)
T : hmm, why are 
you very late? (D.190)
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
student about the reason 
why he came late.
191. M.3/V.2/
07:56
S : I have the 
something wrong, Sir
(D.191)
explai
ning
declarati
ve form
The student explained to 
the teacher about the 
reason why he come late.
192. M.3/V.2/
15:37
T : ok. Thank you. 
Finish (D.192)
S : (stop discussion)
thank
ing
declarati
ve form
The teacher say thank to 
the student because they 
have done do discussion.
No. Rec Data
Types of Illocutionary Act
Direct Indirect SituationRep Dir Exp Com Dec
193. M.3/V.1/
28:34
T                          : Jane, what about 
you? What’s your plan?
(D.193)
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
student about her plan 
after the class finish.
194. M.3/V.2/
21:51
S : sir, excuse me
(exit of the class) (D.194)
reques
ting
declarati
ve form
The student requested 
permission to exit of the 
class.
195. M.3/V.2/
22:23
T : who do you think 
is a good leader? What is 
in your mind about the 
good leader? (D.195)
S : wise
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
students about their 
opinion of the good 
leader.
196. M.3/V.2/
22:32
T : one word to 
show good leader. 
Andrew? (D.196)
S : responsible
comm
andin
g
declarati
ve form
The teacher commanded 
the student to mention one 
word to show a good 
leader.
197. M.3/V.2/
24:09
T : what do you 
think an honest leader in 
the world? (D.197)
S           : Ahok
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
students about their 
opinion of who is the 
honest leader.  
198. M.3/V.2/
25:21
T : now, how many 
president have we got in 
our country? (D.198)
S : seven
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
students about how many 
president in our country.
199. M.3/V.2/
25:31
T : and who do you 
think is a best president?
(D.199)
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked to the 
student about their opinion 
of the best president.
No. Rec Data
Types of Illocutionary Act
Direct Indirect SituationRep Dir Exp Com Dec
200. M.3/V.2/
27:57
T : Andrew, can you 
help me number two, can 
you read it please? 
(D.200)
S : (read)
reques
ting
interrog
ative 
form
The teacher requested the 
student to read number 
two of discussion card.
201. M.3/V.2/
32:32
T : Present out to 
who’s as leader! (D.201)
S : Jane
T : so, it’s your time 
(pointed Rizal)
comm
andin
g
imperati
ve form
The teacher commanded 
the student to choose a 
leader in their group.
202. M.3/V.3/
01:54
T : hey, discuss! You 
as a leader ask your 
members (D.202)
S : (discuss with 
friend)
comm
andin
g
imperati
ve form
The teacher commanded 
the student to discuss 
because he is as a leader.
203. M.3/V.3/
23:05
T : ok, thank you 
everyone. (D.203)
thank
ing
declarati
ve form
The teacher say thank to 
the students because have 
done do presentation.
204. M.3/V.3/
23:07
T          : … you can stop. 
Back to your sit please! 
(D.204)
S : (back to sit)
comm
andin
g
imperati
ve form
The teacher commanded 
the students to stop 
discussion and back to 
their sit.
205. M.1/V.2/
01:41
S : religion
T : oh religious 
(D.205)
correct
ing
declarati
ve form
The teacher corrected the 
wrong answer of the 
student.
206. M.3/V.3/
25:53
T : thank you very 
much for your 
participation (D.206)
thank
ing
declarati
ve form
The teacher say thank to 
the students because they 
have joined the class.
No. Rec Data
Types of Illocutionary Act
Direct Indirect SituationRep Dir Exp Com Dec
207. M.3/V.3/
25:56
T : can I take it 
back? (take a discussion 
card) (D.207)
S : (give it)
reques
ting
interrog
ative 
form
The teacher requested a 
permission to take back 
the discussion card from 
the student.  
208. M.3/V.3/
26:17
T : now, let’s just 
invite Jane for held 
presentation. Ok, give a 
big hand for Jane (D.208)
S : (clap hand)
reques
ting
imperati
ve form
The teacher requested the 
students to give clap a 
hand to Jane that will do 
presentation.
209. M.3/V.3/
32:30
T : hey, who ask you 
to sit? (D.209)
comm
andin
g
interrog
ative 
form
The teacher commanded 
the student to keep stand 
up because she doesn’t 
have done do presentation, 
while she had sat.
210. M.3/V.3/
32:33
S : I’m tired, Sir. 
So, I’m sit (D.210)
inform
ing
declarati
ve form
The student informed her 
reason why she sit.
211. M.3/V.2/
08:07
T : Jane, you may 
move in here. Can you? 
(D.211)
S : (move)
reques
ting
interrog
ative 
form
The teacher requested the 
student to move from her 
sit.
212. M.2/V.4/
24:52
T           : I think that’s all
For today. Thank you 
very much for every body 
and good evening (D.212)
greet
ing
declarati
ve form
The teacher said thank and 
gave greeting the student 
to end the class.
No. Rec Data
Types of Illocutionary Act
Direct Indirect SituationRep Dir Exp Com Dec
213. M.3/V.2/
15:49
T : Jane, I have two 
tickets for watching 
football in station 
Mattalatta. (D.213)
offeri
ng
declarati
ve form
The teacher offered the 
ticket for watching 
football to the student. 
214. M.3/V.2/
16:02
S : Thank you for 
invitation… (D.214)
thank
ing
declarati
ve form
The student say thank to 
the teacher for his 
invitation to watching 
football.
217. M.3/V.1/
09:05
S : (just enter the 
class and open the door)
Ss : Andrew
T : oh yeah, hello! 
(D.217)
S : (enter and sit)
greet
ing
declarati
ve form
The teacher greeted the 
student who just come in 
to the class.
218. M.2/V.1/
06:05
T : hi ! Mrs. Yuni. 
She is like a school girl. 
Oke please sit. (D.218)
greet
ing
declarati
ve form
The teacher greeted the 
student who just come in 
to the class.
220. M.2/V.1/
08:13
T : have you ever 
eaten coto? (D.220)
S : yes, sometimes
asking interroga
tive form
The teacher asked the 
student whether she had 
eaten coto or not.
221. M.2/V.1/
08:30
T : what do you feel 
after eating coto? (D.221)
asking declarati
ve form
The teacher asked about 
her feeling or her opinion 
after eating coto.
222. M.2/V.1/
08:36
S : delicious food
(D.222)
stating declarati
ve form
The student stated about 
her opinion after eating 
coto.
No. Rec Data
Types of Illocutionary Act
Direct Indirect SituationRep Dir Exp Com Dec
225. M.1/V.3/
02:39
T : so, let’s now 
discuss about the married 
itself! (D.225)
S : (see the paper)
comm
andin
g
imperati
ve form
The teacher commanded 
the students to discuss the 
topic about married.
TRANSCRIPT OF TEACHERS AND STUDENTS
IN TEACHING AND LEARNING PROCESS AT BRITON INTERNATIONAL
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MEETING 1
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(Video 1)
T : well, how are you today?
S : just so, so
T : this is normal things? Alright!
T : ..today is going to be Mr. Bara’s presentation, but after Mr. Bara?
S : me sir (raise her hand)
T : so, you already?
S : yes, ready or not, must!
T : yeah, ready or not you must always already. Thank you very much
T : now, before we start everyone. I would like to give some activity first with 
you. Maybe divide into two groups. Counting one until two!
S : one, two, one, two… (counting)
T : group one sitting in here, group two sitting in there. Move!
S : (move)
S : sir, I forget my pen
T : (the teacher gives his pen)
S : thank you sir
S1 : me to, I forget too
S : krik… hahaha
T : oh you order? Anyone? Anyone have a pen?
S2 : (another student find her pen)
T : ah, this is a person who want to studying always brings pens!
T : now, everybody will get marker. Each on you and this is marker for you 
(gives the marker)
T : so, we are going to do something, everybody have the pen, eh the marker, 
sorry. And each group one person from this groups is going to go here (pointed the 
first group), one person from this group is going to go here (pointed the group) and 
then you are going to write something of picktail
S : ha?
T : picktail is you said the last letter of a word and then you create another letter, 
eh another word. Sorry. For example, marker.
S : ruler..
T : (r) again
S : up to me ?
T : eh no, eh (r), up to you
S : can be noun, adjective ?
T : I decide the category, if I say noun; noun, If I say verb; verb. Up to me.
S : ohhh
T : ready?
S : yes, sir.
T : choose your friend for the first person
S : (pointed their friend each other)
T : for the first category is up to you, any words that you know
S : yes
T : help your friends. Five, four, three, two, one…. (count down). Stop stop 
stop, give it to your friend !
S : (give the marker to their friend)
T : 1,2,3,4,5,6, ……. (counting the result)
T : next one, the category is noun. Only noun! things! starting with chair.
S : (do it)
S1 : (just coming to the class)
T : (pointed the chair to sit)
T : what is this ?
S : tai.. tail.. tail
T : spell it, spell !
S : (ti), (ai), (el)
S : (come to the class)
T : in here
S : (look for the empty chair)
S1 : sir, there is no chair again
T : (takes the chair)
T : the next one is only adjective; character, condition. Starting with beautiful
S : (start)
T : 5,4,3,2,1. Ok stop. Go back, go back..
S : (back and sit down)
T : so, the last word that I ask you to find is what is that? Adjective yes? So 
yesterday we study about adjective also?
T : so, how do you feel?
S : so hot
S1 : winner
T : confused? (pointed the student)
S : yes
T : fascinated maybe? You don’t feel fascinated? (touch his hair)
S : no sir
T : new.. new (touch his hair). You don’t fascinated?
S : no, no sir..
T : ok. Thank you very much
T : now, when we would like to talking about adjective, everyone I talk you 
yesterday that adjective function is to explain, to explain the noun. My hair is a noun 
and it’s new. So, the new is actually adjective. If I ask you a question for example, 
when you want to describe something you can use many adjective. For example, if 
you want to describe me, what word we use to describe me. (write on the 
whiteboard). Don’t say black!!
T : (pointed the student)
S : fun
T : (write on the whiteboard)
S : not fun
T : funny
T : the group of adjective divided into some parts. Number one, opinion. What 
is the example of opinions. What is your opinion about the class?
S : hot
T : ok, hot is opinion
S : big
T : another one?
S : tidy
T : tidy is opinion, and etc.
T : “S” for size. Including?
S : big, small
T : (write on the whiteboard)
S : fat
T : yeah, fat it’s a normal, if you are talking about huge, very very big. What 
other size?
S : small, tiny
T : tiny is very very small
(Video 2)
T : before I ask you, if you have to choose your idea character for to become 
your future spouse, husband or wife. What kind of women or man do you want? (ask 
the student and pointed him)
S : smart
T : only smart?
S : beautiful
T : rich?
S : no rich, and tidy
T : alright, three things
T : and you?
S : religion
T : oh religious
S : yeah religious and clean
T : oh clean, okey
S : smart
T : this is just random picture, I take from the internet
T : number two, police
S : I don’t like police
S1 : I don’t like too
S2 : I like
All : hahaha
T : man sir, man
T : ok, let me value the character. You can write the character, if you won’t you 
can memorize it! So, the character can be number one ?
S : doctor, yes?
T : as a doctor, she is a very independent women and also if she is a very 
independent women and work as a doctor, the salary is higher. So lot of money of 
course, as a doctor she is very busy person and sometimes she…
T : now, the three of you wit together. Mr. Anto and Mrs. Nita, so you can with 
together (make a group)
S : (make a group)
T : choose who do you want to get merried with. According to the character
S : (discussion)
T : okey guys, thank you very much 
S : (stop discussion)
T : Mr. Wahab what do you choose?
S : housewife, number three
T : no job, no problem?
S : yes, she can educate the kids
T : anyone choose number two? (while raise his hand) nobody choose number 
two?
S : no one
T : Mrs. Nita, you cgoose number two?
S : no
T : because?
S : because I hate policeman, I trauma with policeman
T : trauma? Tell us
S : like, when I ride motorcycle and some police stop me and they ask my SIM 
card
T : you don’t choose policeman but you choose this one. Why do you choose 
this one? Why this one better than this?
S1 : because…
T : wait.. wait…
S : because have free time to family
T : Mr. Anton what do you choose?
S : number one
T : but, the salary is biggert than you, no problem?
S : no problem. The first, I like the woman smart because doctor should, must 
be smart. And I like the job is doctor because doctor is usefull to all the people
T : alright
T : now, we are going to talk about that one, how do you choose as wife and 
husband? (spread the paper)
T : so, I want to different thing right now. I want you to speak with somebody 
which sitting in front of you. So, look at somebody in front of you
S : (set the position)
T : guys, look at me first. So, look at the point number one. That’s the category, 
what do you want as your idea
(Video 3)
T : so, let’s now discuss about the married itself
S : (see the paper)
T : oh, we have discuss about this one, yeah?
S : yes
T : but, look at number four. Is viral now, yeah? Getting married at younger age 
is better or not? Maybe from this group first. What is your opinion?
S : I think not really good for the younger especially below seventeen. Why? 
Because is still puberty period and the man or girl has no mental.
T : oh, still unstable?
S : yeah..
S : the woman can also be not comfortable, because she must have agreement or 
something with husband like stay at home.
T : and the girl still want to hangout, they still young?
S : yeah
T : ok. Thank you very much
T : we want talking about school, even after you get married, you can continue 
to go to school and university, right? So, I don’t think you have problem with 
education, right? What do you think? We will not have problem with education if you 
get married at the young age, can still go to school.
S : ah? Cannot
T : can be
T : what age do you think is the best for getting married?
S : twenty four
T : how about you?
S : twenty five
T : ok. Thank you very much. Give me my discussion card. (take the card)
S : (give back the card)
MEETING 2
Teacher’s name : Mr. Adin
Students : 4 students
Date : Monday, July 24th 2017
Time : 19.00 P.M
(Video 1)
T : now, Ms. Tika and Ms. Linda. Yesterday we learned about ….? (petik jari)
S : countable and uncountable
T : yeah. A marker, three markers, some students, many chairs, so on.. many 
money or much money?
S : much money
T : so, have you memories this? (write on the whiteboard)
S : a big black bag, a big black bear (read on the whiteboard)
T : bear (ber)
S : ber (ber)
T : beer don’t say (er)
T : now, today we have different. Mrs. Tika do you have a best friend
S : yes, I have
T : who is? She or he?
S : she
T : I want you to describe her characteristic
S : characteristic?
T : yes, characteristic
S : she is short, long hair, she is chubby
T : does your best friend look groomy?
S : no
T : so, she doesn’t look fat (write on whiteboard)
T : Mrs. Linda do you have brother?
S : yes
T : little brother or big brother?
S : big brother
T : hi, Mrs. Yuni. She is like a school girl. Oke please sit. How Mrs. Yuni look 
likes today?
S : she looks like princess
T : princess? Oke she looks like princess. A beautiful princess, right?
T : how many see my character now? Not personality, but how do I do that 
today?
S : officially
T : yeah, okey nice
T : have you ever eaten coto?
S : yes, sometimes
T : how do you feel after eating coto? What is your opinion?
S : delicious food
T : by the way, there are figures of the sentence. I put three figures. First group, 
what is class of hair? Is it adjective, or noun or verb?
S : noun
T : how about this one?
S : adjective
T : thank you
T : so, adjective can come before (pointed the whiteboard) we don’t say “girl 
beautiful” or “man handsome”, we don’t say because it is bahasa
S : handsome man
T : ok, we say handsome man
T : what color is your hijab Mrs. Linda?
S : my color hijab is blue
T : ok. So, we say I am wearing a blue hijab (write on the whiteboard). So, blue 
is adjective.
T : use adjective before …..? (petikan jari)
S : noun
T : I look official today, only today, I don’t know tomorrow
T : I look …. ? (mengacak hair and tie)
S : untidy
T : ok. So, he looks mercy (write on the whiteboard)
S : mercy?
T : you know mercy? mercy is untidy
T : this group of sentences are actually we call linking. No linking park yah. 
Linking verb plus adjective (write on the whiteboard)
T : how do you feel now Mrs. Yuni ?
S : hmm.. better
T : the snack yah? The chocolate biscuit ? (make a joke)
S : ohahahah
T : so, I feel better now. Better means more fine. Fine is actually the basic 
adjective
T : how do you think of the music ?
S : I don’t like rock music
T : ok. Which one is softer ? rock music or pop music ? which one sounds softer 
?
S : (quite)
T : rock music sound loud and loud is adjective. We don’t say loudly because 
the sound, like we say I sleep well. Well is adverb not adjective
T : I walk slow. We don’t say slow, but I walk slowly, with slow
T : Mrs. Yuni is …? Let say casual today. She is casual today. Yesterday still 
casual but, a week ago she was; how to say? Has another style of cloths. I don’t know 
what
S : casual dress
T : It is the same
T : so guys, what is my name? I ask you
S : sir Adin
T : ok. (spell and write on the whiteboard) I would like to give example for the 
exercise letter. I will take my name, I will take the letter of my name as the defitional 
of the adjective
S : (knock the door)
T : (give the isyarat to sit down)
S : (sit down)
T : I would like you to describe yourself using this example. Just your nick 
name, no take your full name. if you take your full name. wow..
S : (do it)
T : we need five minutes for doing the task
T : Mrs. Linda is ready for the presentation ?
S : yes (give the paper presentation)
T : alhamdulillah (happy). Omg !! (see the paper)
T : Mr. Jaya, over discussion of grammar is about adjective
S : (nooded)
T : finish…?
S : no
T : we will start, let’s search together
T : Mr. Jaya “Jey”
S : jaya is joy 
T : joyfull person
S : yes
T : next
S : but sometimes “ashamed”
T : ashamed
S : yes
T : ashamed is shy
T : ok. Mr. Jaya “way” 
S : ha?
T : “way”
S : hmm environment in… ? (confused)
T : the group
S : no
T : campus
S : no
T : at school, in the community
S : no, in the “keramaian”
T : oh, in the crowded. Yeah, sometimes…?
S : ashamed
T : how about “way”
S : oh iya di’
T : yes
(Video 2)
T : ok. We have just done one important lesson today, is about adjective. 
Adjective is always about characteristic, not only personality but also looks.
T : now, before we continue again, I remind you to join the exersheet on 
Saturday because we don’t call to have the skill on training the job interview, how to 
write CV and common letter and so on.
T : do you think that your best friend is loyal person?
S : hmm, sometimes
T : ok, sometimes you trust him, sometimes you don’t trust him
T : now, focus ! let’s start. Let’s see the characteristics based on the picture. 
Mrs. Tika and Mrs. Jaya, the first picture is?
S : is lazy
T : so, the boy or the man is lazy
T : ok, next picture. The girl … ?
S : the girl looks clumpy
T : are you sure?
S : shy?
T : yes, she looks shy
(Video 3)
T : next picture, bla bla bla bla. The girl is ….?
S : talk active
T : yes, talk active. Everybody say “talk active”
S : “talk active”
T : for the next exercises. From exercise three until five. You may do them at 
home.
T : oh ya, what are you doing? Do you have homework?
S : hmm
T : ok, then. We can discuss tomorrow. Don’t worry about that, I don’t save it in 
memory
S : ha ha ha
T : but sometimes, I will absent why you did it
T : I would like you to mention, what kind of characteristic or personality that 
you don’t like?
S : selfish
T : Mrs. Linda
S : naughty
T : Mrs. Tika
S : groundty
T : Mr. Jaya
S : Lazy
T : sir Jaya what kind of personality that you like from your best friend
S : loyal
T : yeah, Ms. Tika 
S : kind
T : Ms. Linda
S : cheerfull
T : everybody we are going to talk about the best friend today in this discussion 
card (spread the card). Ok, look at the pair word. There are questions we will discuss 
all of them number one until four. Do you have question about the vocabulary?
T : let’s do it ! Ten minutes from now !
T : I want to hear your loud voice
T : so, guys. Thank you very much for today. For next question, you make take 
a picture the discussion card and you may discuss it anytime after class. You may 
discuss with your friend among you. So, for the quotes keep speaking English. Thank 
you
T : now, next agenda for today is the last agenda is presentation by Mrs. Linda. 
Welcome Mrs. Linda
S : (come in front of)
T : thank you Mrs. Linda for the presentation today and for feedback the report
MEETING 3
Teacher’s name : Mr. Ami
Students : 9 students
Date : Friday, August 11th 2017
Time : 17.00 P.M
(Video 1)
T : I am the boy, where are another some handsome boy?
S : mujahid and faisal
T : Jane, do you do the presentation yesterday?
S : no, just way I say is very busy, so I’m going to
T : I actually talk Mrs. Rizqa, di d you gape or what?
S : she said that just time, just tomorrow
T : congratulation you happened today
S : ok. Thank you
T : who will be Monday?
S : me sir
S : I am finish sir
T : oh, sorry I am forgot. You know young man
S : ha ha ha
T : are you ready to study now?
S : no
S : yes
T : hmm, onli five. I need more people here
T : can you get into your group?
S : (move)
T : actually in my house, I like to tell a story. Do you want to hear it?
S : yes
T : let’s talk about holiday? Like you, having holiday this time, yes? Do you 
enjoy it?
S : yes, of course
T : did you go somewhere?
S : yes
T : hometown? Of course yah from China to Indonesia
S : no sir, I am going to hometown
T : where?
S : soppeng
T : ok, you come from soppeng? (logat)
S : yes
T : I just know you come from soppeng
S : I am buginess
T : let’s talk about holiday? If you have holiday and you have change to follow 
to the other country, have a change to visit other country, where will you go ?
S : South Korea
T : why Korea?
S : I like places romatic and I like people in South Korea
T : how about Jane?
S : U.S.A
T : where in U.S.A?
S : New York
T : what do you want to see?
S : exactly not New York
T : why do you choose London?
S : because I want to visit some places that really good like historical place
T : yes
S : and also I want to visit oxford university
T : ok. Oxford is the number one university now
S : hardvard sir
T : no, hardvard is the oldest but oxford is the number one. Hardvard is within 
no even top ten because now Oxford. Two, campus in U.S.A but no oxford and 
Cambridge
T : ok. Regita .. ?
S : (playing handphone)
T : hey, stop your handphone or I will take
S : translate sir
S : (just enter the class and open the door)
A.S : Andrew
T : oh yeah, hello !
S : (enter and sit)
A.S : new student sir
T : oh, new student. So, you enter yesterday?
S : yes
T : from?
S : Sudiang
T : so, you study in Sudiang before?
S : yes
T : your name is?
S : Andrew
T : so, you have one million money. Andrew if you have this money, what will 
you do?
S : (quite and confused)
T : where will you go?
S : Japan
T : what stuff do you have?
S : money
T : of course, you need money
S : some foods
T : what else?
S : cloths
T : ok, let’s say cloths
S : knife
T : ok knife, what else? Mirror? Eh you are the girls, eh Andrew also like 
mirror. Yes Andrew?
S : (smile)
T : do you smoke Andrew?
S : no
T : ok good, don’t smoke is not good for health
T : so, you can choose three things from these, what will you take with you to 
stay in the jungle. What will you take must be something affected
S : sir, can we add another things? 
T : aha, only all the stuff (pointed the whiteboard)
T : ok, one group reporting and other can argue, you can agree and you can 
disagree. And the group that I want to report is that group (pointed the group). So, the 
other group listen and give your question, one person one item
S : (just enter the class)
S1 : Sir
T : (make expression to please sit down)
T : do you have question? Do you agree?
S : (raise hand) yes, I agree with two things in they choose is knife and 
compass. And I have question why do you can survive, if you don’t bring matches, 
how do you can make a burn, make a fire because it so cold in forest
S1 : can I? (raise hand)
T : (nooded head)
T : ok, good answer and good question
T : ok, any other question? Any? But, what did you choose your stuff?
S : hmm.. knife, matches and compass
T : why do you choose compass? Why is so important?
S : we need direction
T : loh, this is jungle, right? 
T : hello, Mujahid welcome to the class
S : (nooded)
T : you space to far. Can you sit to here please !
T : Regina, what’s your plan after this class?
S : watch movie sir
T : sentence, answer in good sentence
S : I have a plan watch movie with my friend
T : give one simple sentence
S : watch movie
T : no a sentence. Sentence is “I”
S : I plan watch movie
(Video 2)
T : what time do you daily wake up?
S : five thirty
S1 : six
T : eleven? (pointed the boy student)
S : hehehe
T : can you make it? (with expression). Two minutes, it’s not something much
S : (do it)
T : ok finish?
S : (silent)
T : finish yah
S : (come late)
T : hmm, why are you very late?
S : I have the something wrong, Sir
T : (see the clock) OK
T : Jane, you may moving here. Can you?
S : (move)
T : ok. Thank you. Finish
S : (stop discussion)
T : any question?
S : (silent)
T : no problem, yes
S : sir, excuse me (exit of the class)
T : kiss you? (kidding)
S : excuse me, sir
T : here we go, what do you think is a good leader? What is in the mind about 
the good leader?
S : wise
T : one word to show good leader. Andrew?
S : responsible
T : what do you think an honest leader in the world?
T : now, how many president have we got in our country?
S : seven
T : and who do you think is a good president?
T : Andrew, can you help me number two, can you read it please?
S : (read)
T : now, I want to do it into group. Regina can you come here. Present out to 
who’s as leader?
S : Jane
T : so, it’s your time (pointed Rizal)
(Video 3)
T : hey, discuss ! you as a leader ask your members
S : (discuss with friend)
T : ok, thank you everyone. You can stop, back to your sit please !
S : (back to sit)
T : one of the Chinese president when he was elected. He dais “ give me a 
hundred one and I will give punishment to all the “. That’s Chinese president and 
then that way very very popular.
T : thank you very much for your presentation
T : can I take it back (take a discussion card)
S : (give it)
T : now, let’s just invite Jane for held presentation. Ok, give a big hand for Jane
S : (clap hand)
T : hey, who ask you to sit?
S : I’m tired, Sir. So, I’m sit
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